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ABSTRACT
The current research explores the significance of the
introduction of telephone technology into Saudi Arabia.

The

problem addressed by the research was to identify and
describe the cultural and economic significance that the
telephone has had in Saudi Arabia.

The purpose of the

research was specifically to study the significance that
telephone technology has in the three areas of family ties,
business, and transportation.

The methodology began with

the development a data-collection document.

An English

version of the document was administered as a pilot test to
students at the University of Northern Iowa.

This pilot

test revealed that the document was easy to understand and
took about 30 minutes to complete.

An Arabic translation of

the document was administered to 15 telephone engineers in
Saudi Arabia and the results were analyzed by a professor at
King Saud University in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, to determine
the validity of the document.

The document was administered

by telephone to Saudis selected at random from the Riyadh
telephone directory.

The response level was 80%.

The

responses were analyzed using a correlation test and a chisquare test.

The conclusion reached was that Saudi culture

has not been fundamentally altered by the introduction of
telephone technology, but adaptations have been made by the
Saudi people to incorporate the new technology into their
culture in a manner consistent with traditional values. The
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Saudi tradition of spontaneous, face-to-face visitation
among friends and family has not been replaced by telephone
conversations, although the telephone is used to announce
the intention to visit.

The researcher also concluded that

the frequency of telephone use increases with the level of
affluence.

Saudis do not freely engage in conversations

with strangers over the telephone any more than they do in
face-to-face meetings.

Business in Saudi Arabia continues

to be conducted mostly in person with the telephone being
used to arrange such in-person meetings.

Saudis traveling

long distances by automobile rely upon the highway emergency
telephone system.

The presence of the telephone has not

altered the traditional, male-dominant Saudi family
structure.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

It has long been recognized that the interaction
between human beings and their technological artifacts is a
dynamic one.

This interaction can be characterized as a

feedback loop in which technologies impact societies and
societies modify technologies on the basis of the perceived
impacts.

Langdon Winner (1986) put it thusly:

The construction of a technical system that
involves human beings as operating parts brings a
construction of social roles and relationships.
Often this is a result of a new system's own
operating requirements. It simply will not work
unless human behavior changes to suit its form and
process. Hence, the very act of using the kinds
of machines, techniques, and systems available to
us generates patterns of activities and
expectations that soon become "second nature." We
do indeed "use" telephones, automobiles, electric
lights, and computers in the conventional sense of
picking them up and putting them down. But our
world soon becomes one in which telephony,
automobility, electric lighting, and computing are
forms of life in the most powerful sense; life
would scarcely be thinkable without them. (p. 11)
However, the ways in which a given culture accepts and
adapts a given technology are specific to that culture.
When a technology moves from its culture of origin into a
new context, its forms and functions are inevitably altered.
Therefore technology transfer from one culture to another is
rarely a straight line of extrapolation.
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Simply defined, technology transfer is what happens
when a product or service is brought or sent from one
country, culture, locality, region, area, or society to
another (Zaleski & Weinert, 1980, p. 12).

However, the

process of technology transfer is not as simple as the
preceding definition suggests.

The process requires an

expenditure of time and energy on the part of both the
sender and receiver, not only in physical terms, but also in
terms of exchange of data relevant to the product or
service.

Also, adjustments have to be made in order to

accommodate the differing values of the sender and receiver.
Policy makers should be aware of these adjustments.
This study will provide policy makers with material
which can be useful in making choices concerning the options
that will become available in future telephone technology.
Statement of the Problem
The problem of this study was the identification and
description of the cultural and economic effects that
telephone technology has had in Saudi Arabia since its
introduction.

Further, the impact that telephone technology

will have on Saudi life in the future will be influenced by
decisions made by government officials today.

Finally,

special consideration was given to impact the telephone
usage on the realms of family ties, transportation, and
business based on personal perceptions.
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Statement of Purpose
The purpose of this study was to provide a
comprehensive overview of the human dimensions of the
telephone in Saudi Arabia.

The study was intended to

provide communications professionals with information which
might be applied to extrapolations related to further
technological innovations.

The study further attempted to

portray the perceptions of how communication innovations
have impacted Saudi society.
Statement of Need

The need for the study was based on the following
factors:
1.

Selections must be made among alternative

technologies and these decisions have inevitable social,
cultural, and economic ramifications.

Furthermore,

knowledge of the precise implications of past technical
innovation can only deepen such examinations (Rifkin, 1987).
2.

A given society's interests may not be identical

with or best served by innovations which have proven
successful in another context.

Therefore, it behooves

decision-makers to analyze proposed innovations in the light
of what can be learned from the past in their own specific
situations (Volti, 1988).
3.

The prediction of the effects that a given

technological innovation might have on a society is a highly
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problematical endeavor.

An appreciation of the pitfalls

involved can be gained through an examination of the
discrepancies between past forecasts and outcomes (Winner,
1986).
Statement of Hypotheses
It was hypothesized that the introduction of the
telephone into Saudi Arabian society has resulted in
economic gains through increased efficiency and the
facilitation of business.

Furthermore, it may have resulted

in social changes and a lessening of face-to-face
interaction and consequent weakening of community bonds.
The following four hypotheses were tested by the
questionnaire and the subsequent analysis of the data
generated by the questionnaire:
1.

Telephone technology has had an effect on

interactions between family members separated by great
distances in Saudi Arabia.
2.

Telephone technology has affected the manner of

conducting business in Saudi Arabia by decreasing the
importance of face-to-face contacts.
3.

Telephone technology has had an effect on the

transportation system and its use in Saudi Arabia.
4.

Saudi society has adapted to telephone technology.

The null hypothesis was that telephone usage has had no
impact on economic and family structures in Saudi society.
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Assumptions
The assumptions made for this study were:
1.

Respondents would be truthful in answering survey

questions.
2.

Random selection of names from the Riyadh telephone

book would provide a fair representation of Saudi society.
3.

The survey questions formulated by the researcher

adequately addressed the issue of the impact of telephone
technology on Saudi society.
Limitations
The limitations for this study were noted as follows:
1.

Only the use of the telephone to communicate

vocally was considered; use of computer modems and fax
machines to communicate via telephone lines was not
considered.
2.

The sample of respondents for this study consisted

of 539 individuals selected at random from the Riyadh
telephone book.

Of the 539 individuals, the response of 100

were randomly selected for the purpose of data analysis.
3.

The inevitable security and sociopolitical

ramifications of technological choices were not considered
in this study; that is to say, no political implications,
inferences, or suggestions were drawn as a result of this
study.
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4.

In Saudi culture, it is not accepted for women to

speak to strangers on the telephone and, therefore, all of
the respondents were male.
Procedure
The procedure used in this study was as follows:
1.

A review was conducted of English language

literature in order to determine likely areas of social
impact.
2.

Information gleaned or derived from the literature

was analyzed to formulate questionnaire items concerning the
impact of telephone usage in Saudi Arabia.
3.

A pilot test of the questionnaire was conducted to

determine its appropriateness and face validity.

The

questionnaire was distributed by mail to 250 employees of
the Saudi Telecom company.

The questionnaire was followed

up by telephone contacts to non-respondents in order to
obtain a minimum 50% return.
4.

The sample was randomly selected from telephone

directories.
5.

The telephone survey was conducted interviewing 539

respondents.
6.

Of the respondents, 100 were randomly selected for

the purpose of data analysis.
7.

Questionnaire results were tabulated and analyzed

by a statistical procedure.
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Definition of Terms
The following terms were defined to clarify their use
in the context of the study:
Technology Assessment
Assessment may be defined as the systematic study
of the effects on society that may occur when a
technology is introduced, extended, or modified,
with special emphasis on the impacts that are
unintended, indirect, and delayed.
(Coates, 1971,
p. 225)
Technology

Technology is considered as the knowledge and
study of human endeavors in creating and using
tools, techniques, resource, and systems to manage
the man-made and natural environment for the
purpose of extending human potential and the
relationship of these to individuals, society, and
the civilization process.
(Snyder & Hales, 1981,
p. 2)
Technology Transfer

Simply defined, technology transfer is what
happens when a product or service is brought or
sent from one country, culture, locality, region,
area, or society to another.
(Zaleski & Weinert,
1980, p. 12)
Technological Literacy
The ability to comprehend physical phenomena and
to interact with the material world in ways which
accomplish human purposes.
(Householder, 1988, p.
27)
Culture
The customary beliefs, social forms, and material
traits of a racial, religious, or social group.
(Webster's Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary. 1985,
p. 314)
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Telephone Set
In telephony, a group of devices consisting of a
telephone transmitter and receiver, together with
the necessary circuit and signaling connections
used to convey a message. (Webster's New Twentieth
Century Dictionary. 2nd ed., 1981, p. 2350)
Description and Chapter Outline
Chapter one consists of a description of the study and
a summary of the information contained in the subsequent
chapters.
Chapter two consists of a review of literature
pertaining to the social impacts of communications
technologies on Saudi Arabian culture.
Chapter three describes the procedures, methods, and
instruments used to obtain and analyze data for this
research.
Chapter four reports the findings and the analysis of
the data.
Chapter five gives the conclusions and recommendations
based on the outcome of the study.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Saudi Arabia: A General Description
The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is located at the most
southwestern part of Asia.

To the west it is bordered by

the Red Sea and the Arabian Gulf borders it on the east.
The countries of Kuwait, Jordan, and Iraq form the northern
border and the countries of Oman and Yemen form the southern
border.

The total area of Saudi Arabia is approximately

1,500,000 square miles; its land mass comprises about four
fifths of the Arab Peninsula.
Geographically speaking, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
has a varied topographical makeup.

The western Tihama

costal plain is about 1,118 miles long, 37 miles wide in the
south and gradually narrowing until it reaches the Aquaba
Gulf in the north.

To the east of the plains lies the

Sarawat chain of mountains and the Najd Plateau is east of
the mountain chain.

The plateau extends eastward to the

Samman Desert and the Dahanna Dunes, and southward to a
region penetrated by the Wadi Al-Dawaser and bordered by the
Empty Quarter (an area of sand hills and lava fields).

The

plateau stretches northward to the Najd Plains, passing
through Hael until combining with the Greater Nefud Desert,
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then to the borders of Jordan and Iraq.

The eastern costal

plain is 379 miles long and consists of large sand areas.
The climate of Saudi Arabia varies from region to
region.

Generally, it is hot in the summer and cold in the

winter.

This is because of the influence of a sub-tropical

high pressure system.
winter.

Rainfall generally occurs in the

The southwestern part of the kingdom enjoys a

moderate climate, dry hot summer and cold winter in the
interior parts; high temperatures and humidity prevail in
the costal areas (Ministry of Finance and National Economy,
1992) .
One must understand the Saudi Arabian culture that has
evolved in this region in order to examine the role of the
telephone within that culture.

It is particularly necessary

to make a Western reader familiar with a few basic facts
because of the many ways the Saudi culture differs from
Western culture. Westerners who have a fair understanding
of the role the telephone plays in their own lives may not
understand that certain differences exist in its role in
Saudi Arabia because of the basic structure of the Saudi
culture.
The nature of Saudi culture prior to the twentieth
century has been described by Kohu (1934) thusly:
During many centuries Arabia had been a mere
geographical name. In the nineteenth century a
contest for the control of this vast territory set
in between Great Britain, for whom it meant an
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important link on the road to India, and the
Ottoman Empire, which, with its social and
intellectual structure based on Islam, considered
the possession of the Holy
Places of Islamas the
foremost title to its glory.
(p. 92)
The nation known as Saudi Arabia actually began in
1902, when Abdulaziz Ibn Abdulrahman Ibn Saud, the boy^who
fled Riyadh with his father in 1891, recaptured Riyadh from
Ibn Rashid.

Ibn Saud brought peace and security to the

desert and established
the

complete

Hejaz, the western province

and Medina are located.

order among thetribesof
where the holy mosquesMecca

By 1914 Ibn Saud had retaken most

of Najd; the territory under his control extended to the AlHasa district in the eastern part of the peninsula (Kohu,
1934).

It was only in the 1930s that Saudi Arabia as a

country was opened to the outside world; previously, only
the two holy cities had been open to foreigners (Malakh,
1980).

Today, most Saudis live in cities and the dramatic

change from nomadic to urban life, together with a new
openness to outside influences, has an impact on the values
and traditions of Saudis (Malakh & Dorthia 1980) .

These

changes in Saudi Arabia have led to the phenomenon of social
mobilization, which has been defined by Deutsch (1971), as
The process in which major clusters of old social,
economic and psychological commitments are eroded
or broken and people become available for new
patterns of socialization and behavior.
(p. 155)
These changes, combined with the wealth which has come
to Saudi Arabia from oil revenues has had an very
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significant impact on Saudi culture and has created a huge
demand for services in the urban areas, as noted by Islami
and Kavousi (1984):
. . . oil income has created enormous
opportunities for workers in urban areas. In
1980, average annual output for worker (gross
value added per worker) in agriculture was 7-8
thousand rivals while output per worker in nonagricultural activities other than oil was 50-80
thousand rivals, or eight times greater. The
large gap between urban and rural incomes has,
therefore, created a massive flow of rural
population into the cities. Another cause of the
high rate of urban drift has been the increased
supply of social services provided by the
government in urban areas. The educational
opportunities available in the cities have been a
major force to attract young rural Saudis to large
metropolitan centers, (p. 45)
Population Facts
The Saudi Arabian Ministry of Finance announced in
September, 1992, that the population of Saudi Arabia was
16,929,294.

This figure, as shown in Table 1, included both

Saudi citizens and foreign nationals.

The large percentage

of foreign nationals (27.3%) is evidence that Saudi Arabia
is opening itself to the outside world.

This means that

Saudis must become sophisticated in dealing with persons of
different religions and backgrounds.

As the foreign

nationals living in Saudi Arabia often desire to communicate
with their homelands, the need for a good telecommunications
system in Saudi Arabia is apparent.
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Table 1
Saudi Arabia Population
Number

Group

12,304,835

Citizens

Percentage
(% of Total)

72.7

Saudi Males

6,211,213

50.4

Saudi Females

6,093,622

49.6

4,624,459

Foreign Nationals

(% of Total)

27.3

Foreign Males

3,255,328

70.4

Foreign Females

1,369,131

29.6

Residential Units

2,791,044

Note. From Statistical Yearbook, (p. 251) by Ministry of
Finance and National Economy, 1992, Saudi Arabia: Ministry
of Finance and National Economy.
In Saudi Arabia, all citizens have equal access to
services subsidized by the government, including health
services, education (from elementary to college), housing
(every citizen is eligible for a loan of up to $100,000 to
build a home), and food (the government pays one third of
the cost of imported food).

Farmers can get equipment using

long-term, interest-free loans and Saudi Arabia has no
income tax.

Table 2 shows yearly income of 100 respondents.

This study was intended to survey telephone usage among
the middle class.

However, it is essential to indicate that

family income in the Saudi society must not be considered as
the sole indicator of economic standing.

The government has
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made interest-free, easy-term money loans to all members of
the society.

Therefore, all Saudis tend to be rich, and

family income does not reflect wealth accurately.

Table 2
Distribution of Yearly Income of 100 Selected Respondents'
Families in Dollars
Family Income

Frequency

Percent

Less than 20,000

19

19.0

20,000 to 29,999

22

22.0

30,000 to 39,999

19

19.0

40,000 to 50,000

40

40.0

Note. There is no income tax in Saudi Arabia and,
therefore, the above figures represent take-home pay.
The lives of the Saudi people have been improved by
government expenditures as suggested in the following quote:
To improve the quality of life in developing
countries, with particular emphasis on the fields
of nutrition, maternal/child health care,
population control, and basic intellectual skill
development among rural populations and
underdeveloped urban communities. The proposed
mechanism for achieving this objective is modern
communications techniques, particularly the mass
media. Communications technology can directly
reach both individuals and specific groups within
these populations and at the same time can supply
the more traditional channels or communications
operating within a community with new sources of
information.
(Christensen & Allen, 1973, p. 56)
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The family is more than an economic entity.

Lipsky

(1959) describes the family influence in Arabic culture as
follows:
The Saudi household has many members. It is
common for Arab mothers to have a child
practically every other year, and, although infant
mortality is high, families characteristically
have many children. Where a husband has
established his own family residence, it is common
for one or more of his relatives to reside with
him, especially a parent or sibling. Tribal
affiliations are usually respected and members may
take refuge for brief periods of time in the home
of a fellow tribesman when far away from their own
residence.
(p. 48)
The following observations on the importance of family
ties in Saudi Arabia in relation to economic life were made
by Niblock (1982):
Despite the fact that these families have
moved out of their old family homes they continue
to work as a family unit. Business is almost
always kept within the family, the children being
taught a variety of skills and languages which
will forge a useful business team. Most families
also donate a member to government service,
ensuring that he does not suffer too greatly from
the financial point of view through a discreet
participation in the family business activities.
The old business principles prevail: trust
brothers and cousins before outsiders, and trust
outsiders whom you know rather than newcomers, (p.
176)
Saudi life is also greatly influenced by Islamic
practice.

For example, there are religious instructions

such as praying five times a day as a group, performing a
yearly "haj" (a group pilgrimage to Mecca, average
attendance, 2 million people), as well as attending a
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congregation each Friday at the local mosque (Adelman &
Lustig, 1981) .

The previous quote and the quote below

illustrate the importance of media, such as the telephone,
in communicating ideas within a culture and between one
culture and another.
We Westerners, proud of our achievements in
science and technology, often believe they imply
that our total culture is the most advanced and is
therefore superior to the cultures of simpler
peoples. Our conviction of superiority and our
belief that we have knowledge of truth makes us
anxious to "share" this superiority with other
peoples whom we believe to be less fortunate. It
sometimes comes as a surprise to us to discover
that the members of all cultures believe that
basically their way of doing things is natural and
best. The Greenland Eskimo illustrate this very
clearly: They believe that Europeans have come to
their land to learn virtue and good manners from
them. To say that a European is, or soon will be,
as good as a Greenlanders is the highest praise
the Eskimo can bestow on him. (Gittler, 1949, p.
44)
The Tribe in Modern Saudi Arabia
What has happened to the social structure of the tribe
as a result of all this societal change?

Just a few decades

ago, the tribe was the entire focus of an individual's
existence and tribe members lived within a close proximity
of each other; now Saudi Arabia has become like any other
modern nation in which people travel freely and relocate on
a regular basis.

Members of a tribe may be scattered

throughout the nation and it is likely that a nuclear family
unit may live in a town in which there are no other members
of their tribe.

A few decades ago, an individual looked
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only to his tribal leader, to whom he was related by blood,
for direction and protection; currently, the public
officials whom an individual must respect and to whom he
must give civil obedience will very likely be members of
other tribes (Khoury & Kostiner, 1990).
Just as these social changes, which may have had an
adverse effect on tribal cohesiveness, stem somewhat from
the new technology that has come to Saudi Arabia, this
technology has also provided some means for maintaining
tribal identity.

The same transportation which a Saudi uses

to travel far from his tribal center will also take him home
again.

Technology helps people to keep in touch over vast

distances ("Arabian Peninsula," 1989).
The Position of Saudi Arabia in World Trade
With the discovery of oil, a new image of Saudi Arabia,
different from the description given by Kohu (1934) above,
began to take form in the West. What had been regarded as a
very uninteresting land of deserts and sand storms was now
seen as a source of an important energy resource.

Saudi

Arabia very quickly gained a role of importance on the world
stage.

Following the Yalta Conference in 1945, both Sir

Winston Churchill of Great Britain and President Franklin
Delano Roosevelt of the United States visited King Ibn Saud
to seek his cooperation in the postwar era.

Both meetings

were characterized as cordial and informative for all
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parties concerned; Churchill later said that his "admiration
for him (King Ibn Saud) was deep" and a genuine friendship
developed between Roosevelt and King Ibn Saud (Rashid &
Shaheen, 1987).
Not only was Saudi Arabia considered important as a
source of raw materials, but it was also considered a
potentially lucrative market by countries of the West
wishing to sell their goods.

Easy access by sea because of

the Persian Gulf made transportation of goods to and from
Saudi Arabia efficient and cheap.

The revenues which flowed

into Saudi Arabia from the sale of crude oil gave Saudis the
means to purchase the many products of Western technology.
Furthermore, the new affluence made Saudi Arabia a desirable
destination for citizens of Third World countries wishing to
emigrate. Vast numbers of laborers poured into the country
from such places as the Philippines, Singapore, Jordan,
Syria, Egypt, Pakistan, and Yemen (Johany, Berne, & Mixon,
1986).

This influx of people and products placed a great

stress on Saudi culture, to which the government has made
valiant efforts to respond; for example, the Saudi telephone
company employs a large contingent of international
operators who must be fluent in both Arabic and English;
also, a second all-English speaking channel has been
established by the government so that foreigners may be
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entertained and informed while in Saudi Arabia
("Telecommunication," 1990).
No other nation in the world has experienced the
tremendous rapid evolution that Saudi Arabia has experienced
in the past 90 years.

In this span of less than a century,

Saudi Arabia has gone from a nation of warring, disunited
Bedouin tribes living almost exactly as they had for more
than a millennium, virtually ignored and avoided by the rest
of the world as a hostile region offering nothing of
interest or value to a modern, unified, secure, affluent
state whose trade and cooperation is sought by virtually
every foreign power (Johany et al., 1986).
Kina Abdulaziz
As noted above, the modern nation of Saudi Arabia had
its birth on January 15, 1902, when the great Saudi Arabian
leader King Abdulaziz conquered Riyadh City and personally
defeated Ibn Ajlan, the governor of Riyadh, in hand-to-hand
combat.

For Saudi Arabians, January 15 is celebrated with

enthusiasm and reverence similar to the way Americans
celebrate the Fourth of July.

Saudis hold picnics in huge

outdoor tents and perform the traditional Saudi A'rda, a
performance featuring sword dancing.

Through the day,

television stations broadcast the story of Abdulaziz and
praise his great accomplishments.

It is the researcher's

observation that Abdulaziz is regarded with the same respect
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that Americans reserve for George Washington and Abraham
Lincoln.

Abdulaziz was not only a military leader and

nation builder, as was Washington; but was also a great
unifier and emancipator, as was Lincoln.
It is very difficult to convey to Westerners how truly
harsh life was in Saudi Arabia before King Abdulaziz began
his successful unification of the country.

Each tribe was a

law unto its own self and tribes were in constant bloody
conflict.

Theft and extreme personal violence took place

between members of different tribes on a regular basis and
there was no redress for an individual injured outside of
his tribe except for revenge.

Because of the severe desert

conditions, necessities such as food and shelter were very
scarce.

The theft of livestock could mean death for the

victim and his family.

The camel's unusual ability to

survive in the desert made this animal extremely valuable
and the loss of this animal by theft could be devastating;
bloody fights between tribes have been known to have started
over the theft of a single camel or the death of one person
(Rashid & Shaheen, 1987).
Under the conditions that existed prior to 1902, the
tribe as a social unit held a position unmatched by any
single social unit in Western society.

There was absolutely

no existence for an individual outside of the tribe.

For an

individual who violated the rules of his tribe, there was no
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such thing as exile or escape from the tribe.

One could not

survive without being a member of a tribe. To have been
exiled would have been to receive a death sentence; to try
to escape punishment by fleeing the tribe would have been
suicide.

Tribes were geographically concentrated; when a

tribe moved, it moved as an unit, perhaps consisting of
thousands of members.

Each tribe had one absolute leader;

this leader might delegate some of his responsibility but
never any of his authority.

Trusted lieutenants might

report happenings to the leader but any decision of
importance was made solely by the leader; needless to say,
there was no process by which to appeal the decision of the
leader (Lipsky, 1959).
Prior to 1902 all security, protection, law, authority,
sense of belonging, and kinship came from the tribe.

There

was no such thing as individual travel; a minimum of three
travelers was always considered necessary for even the
shortest journey and usually there were many more people in
a party.

Any number of tribal members, selected by the

leader, might depart for a Haj, the pilgrimage to Mecca
which is the sacred duty of every Moslem.

Even fairly large

armed groups could be expected to be ambushed and killed for
their camels and possessions.

Only when one was comfortably

surrounded by members of his own tribe could one feel any
security what so ever.

Except for leaders seeking political
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alliances, the only candidates for marriage available to a
man were to be found within his tribe.

In short, the tribe

was the source of everything in the secular dimension and
much of the spiritual dimension in the life of an individual
(Winder, 1965)
The number of tribes in Saudi Arabia is about
100. They differ markedly in size, power, degree
of nomadism, and perceived social status. The
size of tribes vary from 20,000 tents to a few
hundred tents.
[A tent is inhabited by five
people according to statisticians.] The 'Anazah
tribe is the largest of all Arabian tribes and may
number 100,000 people. The 'Utybah tribe is
regarded as the second largest and is the largest
tribe residing wholly with Saudi Arabia. The
Shummar, Mutair, Harb, Al-'Ujman, Al-Murrah, and
Ad-Dawasir tribes are also some of the most
powerful, most prestigious, and the most nomadic.
(Shamekh, 1975, p. 42)
The Leadership of Kina Abdulaziz
Under the leadership of King Abdulaziz, the tribes were
unified into a single nation. King Abdulaziz had a vision of
the tribes working together and not against each other and
he was able to persuade tribal leaders to share this vision.
This, of course, did not happen overnight.

It was a long,

drawn-out process of bringing first one tribe and then
another into an ever-expanding league.

Great time, effort,

and risk of personal safety were required of King Abdulaziz
to bring together leaders of tribes which had been in a
state of constant conflict for centuries; bringing each
tribe into the league was a triumph of persuasion,
diplomacy, and personal charm.

Eventually, the modern state
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of Saudi Arabia evolved out of this league which had been
built one piece at a time. (Al-Sweel, 1993).
For the first time in centuries, it was possible for
individuals and small groups to move comfortably within the
Kingdom because King Abdulaziz established the principles of
the Quaran as the law of the entire Kingdom.

Moslems could

now perform the duty of Haj without fear of their lives;
even foreigners could make this sacred pilgrimage in safety.
All Moslems revered the sacred cities of Mecca and Medina
and King Abdulaziz gained universal respect and gratitude of
Moslems throughout the world by opening travel to these two
cities (Niblock, 1982).
Trade among different regions of Saudi Arabia increased
dramatically with the new security and freedom of travel.
Also, foreigners were comfortable about marketing their
goods within the Kingdom and foreign trade also increased.
Educators from Egypt and other nations brought knowledge to
the Saudi and Saudis could travel with greater respect in
foreign lands acquiring skills and goods (Looney, 1982).
ARAMCO Company

The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has always been of interest
to Western nations because of its strategic location on the
Persian Gulf and the Red Sea.

The oil reserves for which

Saudi Arabia is so well-known today were not discovered
until late 1930s.

In fact, the British oil firm which held
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oil exploration rights from 1923 until 1933 never took
advantage of those rights.

It was not until Standard Oil

Company of California (SOCAL) obtained rights in 1933 that
any serious exploration began and it was not until 1938 that
large quantities of oil were discovered and the Arabian
American Oil Company (ARAMCO) was formed (Holden & Johnson,
1982).

During the late 1960s and 1970s, the Saudi business

community began to thrive as a result of the hike in oil
prices which enabled the Saudi government to make huge
expenditures in all aspects of the economy, including
transportation and telecommunication (Anderson, 1981).

The

income which came to Saudi Arabia from oil revenues has been
put to good use, including the development of communications
facilities, as described by Ali (1976) :
The discovery of oil has brought about transformation
in the financial and economic situation of the country.
The oil income has been put to some good use in
establishing transportation and communication
facilities, and developing water resources. The
government has built schools and improved educational
and public health facilities. Free facilities are
available at all levels of education, and medical aid
is also provided throughout the country free of charge,
including treatment abroad for those cases which cannot
be treated at home.
(p. 7)
Successors to Abdulaziz
Abdulaziz died in 1953 and his loss was greatly mourned
by the people of Saudi Arabia.

Very seldom in history,

ancient or modern, has any single individual done so much to
improve the lives of so many of his countrymen in so many
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ways.

The official period of mourning lasted for three

days, but for many years following adult Saudis, male and
female alike, would become tearful at the memory of
Abdulaziz.

Even now, in the 1990s, the name of Abdulaziz

evokes a universally positive response when mentioned and
this will undoubtedly continue to be the case well into the
21st century.
King Saud, the eldest son of Abdulaziz, ascended to the
throne in 1953 and ruled until his abdication in 1964.

King

Saud continued the policies of his father and the quality of
life continued to improve for Saudi citizens.

In 1964, King

Faisal, the second son of Abdulaziz, ascended to the throne.
Faisal was widely known for his wisdom and he was considered
a peacemaker and a model of devotion to the principles of
Islam.

Faisal was well-respected in the international

community, especially among other Muslim leaders (Metz,
1993) .
In the early 1970s, when the price of oil on the world
market rose dramatically, an incredible amount of wealth
flowed into Saudi Arabia.

King Faisal is largely

responsible for directing the use of this new income to
improve the lives of Saudi citizens.

Funds were channeled

into education, health care, public housing, agriculture,
and improvements to the country's infrastructure in a way
that had never been seen before (Metz, 1993).
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Upon the death of Faisal in 1975, King Khalid, the
third son of Abdulaziz, became the ruling monarch.

Until

his death in 1982, Khalid continued Faisal's policies of
using the income from oil revenues to improve the lives of
Saudi citizens in every sphere.
King Fahd
King Fahd, the current monarch and fourth son of
Abdulaziz to occupy the throne was widely known for his
emphasis on education.

Before becoming king, Fahd was the

Saudi Minister of Education and he has brought the
background that he gained in that position to his vision of
the future Saudi Arabia.

King Fahd recognized that, as the

oil resources are eventually depleted, a well-educated
public will be absolutely necessary to ensure continued
health and prosperity.

Fahd is credited with expanding

higher education in Saudi Arabia from three relatively small
universities to seven major campuses, including one devoted
to the education of Saudi women.

Fahd has established the

rights of women to be educated and the number of Saudi women
possessing Ph.D.s is increasing every year (Rashid &
Shaheen, 1987).
The Persian Gulf War
A significant example of King Fahd's dynamic leadership
was his decision to seek the aid of the United States and
other western countries in response to the invasion of
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Kuwait by Iraq's Saddam Hussein in 1990.

The threat posed

to Saudi Arabia by Iraq's aggression was quite clear, but
there were two major possible effects of seeking assistance
which were not so clear.

The first of these was the

reaction of other Moslem states to taking a strong stand
against Iraq, which was, in military terms, the most
powerful of Islamic nations.

The other area of concern was

the introduction of a large number of Westerners into Saudi
Arabia which would be necessary if the country were to serve
as a host to the military personnel sent by the allies.
Saudi Arabia has never barred its doors to travelers from
the West, but the numbers have always been small and have
consisted mostly of sophisticated persons familiar with the
necessity of respecting local tradition and laws quite
different from their own; furthermore, most Western visitors
to Saudi Arabia have been business people motivated by
considerations of commerce.

The military personnel who were

quartered in Saudi Arabia were very different in background
and level of maturity.

However, King Fahd's wise leadership

calmed the concerns of conservative Saudis and the
successful military operation was carried out with no
unpleasant incidents between the troops and the general
population (Nyang & Hendricks, 1995).
It is appropriate to mention, in the context of a
discussion of technology, King Fahd's decision to invite
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intervention by Western troops in the Iraqi invasion of
Kuwait because it demonstrated Fahd's practicality and
willingness to accept Western influences when it is clearly
in the best interest of Saudi Arabia to do so.

Just as

Saudis are by nature skeptical of people from foreign
countries, so they are also not predisposed to accept ideas
or even technology which has been imported from the outside,
particularly from non-Moslem countries.

Also, during the

Persian Gulf crisis, a clear and convincing demonstration
was made to the Saudis of the value of Western technology
when the advanced weapons systems of the Western allies
played a decisive role in the outcome of the conflict.

This

demonstration has impressed the citizens and government of
Saudi Arabia and the country is now more open than ever to
adapting Western technologies (Sifry & Cerf, 1991).
History of Telecommunications in Saudi Arabia
In 1926 the Director of Posts, Telegraph, and
Telephones (PTT) was established under the authority of the
Ministry of Communications.

In 1975, the king declared that

the PTT should become a separate entity due to its
importance to Saudi Arabia.
Originally there were two 6KW transmitters installed in
Mecca and Riyadh.

These were the first telegraph stations

established in Saudi Arabia (1930).

Six 500KW stations were

eventually incorporated into the network.

Saudi Arabia
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acquired the RT-1 and RT-3 (receiver transmitter radio)
networks to provide more powerful links to business and
trade outside of Saudi Arabia.

These networks were

purchased and installed by Seimans of Germany during the
period of 1954 to 1964.
A direct radio link was established in Saudi Arabia in
1949 between Jeddah and New York with a relay in Morocco.
Similar links had been established to some Arabian countries
as well.

A High Frequency (HF) telephone transmission

station was built in Jeddah utilizing Single Side Band (SSB)
transmission.

The original station, in 1954) supplied 800W

for internal communication, 2.5KW for Middle East
communication, and 10-20KW to reach Europe and America.
Technical advances made it possible for a Cross Bar System,
dedicated to 76,600 lines to be established in 1968.
In 1978 a contract was signed with Ericsson Telephone
Co. of Sweden, Phillips of Netherlands, and Bell Canada to
increase the number of lines to 650,000.

The cost of this

project was $3 billion and the Saudis would have the
capacity to run it in five years.

Local exchanges were

updated to Stored Program Control (SPC) status.

The system

also featured integrated digital switching and transmitting
in high traffic metropolitan areas by use of Pulse Code
Modulation (PCM) and solid state tandem switches. This
system was among the first of its kind in the world and made
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other advanced projects such as a Costal Radio System,
Mobile Telephone, a Computer Data Center, and Data
Transmission possible (Al-Moybel, 1979; Zedan, 1980).
By 1989 there were 1.4 million telephone lines in Saudi
Arabia with direct dialing to 183 countries.

This was

accomplished by the use of updated technology, improved
administrative and managerial techniques, and a growing
customer base demanding more timely and cost effective
services (Statistical Department 1989 and PTT 1989).

In

August 1994 a contract was signed between American Telephone
and Telegraph (AT&T) and PTT to make an additional 1.5
million lines available in Saudi Arabia.

The lines are to

be available in rural as well as urban areas (AT&T Journal.
1995).
Since Saudi Arabia is a tribal society and strong
family ties are an important part of the culture, there is a
demand to provide a well developed and timely communications
system.

The demand for an efficient telecommunications

system is further heightened by Saudi Arabia location among
the oil producing nations.

Large foreign corporations tend

to base operations in Saudi Arabia to take advantage of the
vast oil reserves and the stable economy provided by these
reserves (Metz, 1993).
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Telephone Technology in Saudi Arabia
From its beginning, the telephone has exerted a
powerful influence wherever it has been introduced, as
indicated below:
The telephone came to America — and to the
rest of the world — on March 10, 1876; on that
day, as far as is known, Alexander Graham Bell
became the first person to transmit speech
electrically. The American response to that event
included a mixture of wonder, confusion, and sheer
disbelief. The spoken words could be converted
into electrical waves, transmitted along wire, and
then reconverted into sound at the other end of
the line could not easily be comprehended even
after the telephone had been widely described.
Perhaps the best way to understand one of Graham
Bell's incredulous contemporaries is to imagine
how we would feel if we were told that a way had
been devised to make extrasensory perception a
means of communication.
(Aronson, 1977, p. 15)
The description of the reaction to the invention of the
telephone described in the above quote could easily be
rewritten to describe the reaction of Saudi Arabians nearly
one hundred years later when the telephone was introduced on
a large scale in their country.

Up until the 1920s

telephone technology was non-existent in Saudi Arabia.

The

only form of electronic telecommunications found in Saudi
Arabia was the telegraph.

Even a message sent to any

government official had to be sent via telegraph.
When telephones were first introduced into Saudi
Arabia, the technology used was that of hand-cranked
telephones and switchboard operators.

Only major
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businesses, the government, and wealthy citizens were able
to own telephones (Saleem, 1985) .
Gradually after more and more revenue flowed into Saudi
Arabia from oil exports, the telephone technology began to
improve and to be more widespread with the help of the
government, which had an interest in improving the lie of
the citizens.

However, there was no Ministry of Telephone,

Telegraph and Postal Services (PTT) until 1975; prior to
that, telecommunications had been the responsibility of a
bureau within the Ministry of Transportation (World of
Communication in the Kingdom, 1988).
Saudi Arabia is a country that must import many
products as well as technology.

The number of vehicles

imported into Saudi Arabia in recent years is an indication
that Saudi Arabia is a valuable market for expensive
products from the industrialized world.

This also

highlights the need for a the highway emergency telephone
system.

The increase in the number of vehicles may indicate

the need for an expansion of the roadway system and this
represents an opportunity for suppliers of construction
equipment and road-building materials.

Such participation

in world trade is further evidence of the need for an
advanced telecommunication system.

(See Tables 3 and 4.)
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Table 3
Vehicles Imported Yearly--1982-1992

Years

Number

1982

482734

1983

423906

1984

299332

1985

252033

1986

106171

1987

144691

1988

153297

1989

159261

1990

186702

1991

227876

1992

227824

Note. From "Vehicles," December 1993, Journal of Ministry
of Transportation. 3., p. 92.
Table 3 shows that the demand for imported cars has
been relatively consistent in Saudi Arabia and perhaps high,
considering the total Saudi population of sixteen million.
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Table 4
No. of Approved & Operating Telephones by Province 1992

Regions

Number of Approved Telephones

Riyadh

80168

Jeddah

273648

Holy Makkah

125288

Holy Medina

84960

Taif

75464

Dammam

171912

Qaseem

67768

Al-Ahsa

23296

H a 'il

23290

Al-Jouf

27880

Al-Baha

14848

Arar

64975

Asir

39141

Tabouk

39120

Yanbu

30128

Jubail

83908

Najran

15104

Jizan

21760

TOTAL
1281499
Note. From "Number of Approved Telephone," 1994, Journal of
Ministry of PTT. 5., p. 114.
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Considering the Saudi population is about 16 million,
Table 4 indicates less than one telephone line for every 11
Saudis.

Obviously, the potential for an expansion of the

system exists.
Table 5 shows that Saudi Arabia is not isolated from
the rest o f the world, but indeed use is made of
telecommunications technology to contact every global
region.
Table 5
International Calls Made from the Kingdom To World
Countries bv Continent in 1992
Continents

Calls Made

Asia

284,000

Africa

178,000

Europe

21,000

North America

22,000

Central America

601

South America

193

Australia

409

TOTAL

506,000

HQfaS- From "International Calls," 1994, Journal of Ministry
of PTT. l, p. 149.
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PTT (Ministry of Posts. Telegraph, and Telephones)
PTT currently is an entity roughly comparable to
American Telephone and Telegraph (AT&T) in scope and
responsibility.

PTT employs many people.

Because of the

increasing financial resources available, the PTT is
investing in the most updated technology available,
including satellite transmission, microwave transmission,
and coaxial cable.

When one visits the PTT, one would have

no indication that one was in a Third World country because
the furnishings and equipment are as modern as those found
in any Western country.
Through the efforts of the administrators of the PTT,
there are now over one million telephone lines in Saudi
Arabia and every month new villages are being connected to
the system with coaxial cable and microwave transmission.
This technology provides about 11 telephones per 100
inhabitants (Metz, 1993).
The PTT is aware that the telephone has long been
recognized for its importance in coordinating business by
making possible efficient mass production and exchange of
goods.

As an indication of the long-standing importance of

the telephone, it is said that in World War II, Hitler
showed "greater concern for the telephone systems than for
the national banks of invaded countries" (Dilts, 1941, p.
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57).

The importance of the telephone transcends national

boundaries, as stated by Dilts (1941):
Many countries, whose telephone systems, social
habits and economic needs differed very widely,
were brought to cooperate in standardizing
telephone equipment and practices, and in
rendering service to each other, even though they
did not share a common language or a common day
and night.
(p. 191)
Pierce (1981) made a point about the significance of
the particular type of communication the telephone offers:
The distinction between mass communication-The press, radio and television--and the personto-person communication of the mails and the
telephone has been appreciated by pragmatists as
well as philosophers. Leon Trotsky wrote of
Joseph Stalin's opposition to a proposal for an
effective telephone system in the U.S.S.R. Stalin
said that no greater instrument for
counterrevolution and conspiracy could be
imagined.... The Supreme Court of the United
States, which has ruled out special taxes on
newspapers as unconstitutional, allows taxes on
telephone service. Governments distinguish
sharply between person-to-person communication and
the few-to-many communication of the press, radio
and television.
(p. 2)
In addition to the political importance of the
telephone, Saudis recognize the economic usefulness of the
device.

Saudi Arabia is a capitalistic society and Saudis

are very strong believers in free trade.

This makes the

country a particularly friendly environment for foreign
investors and many such investors have appreciated this fact
since the very first discovery and exploitation of Saudi
Arabia's oil resources.

According to the Ministry of

Finance, there are over 50,000 business enterprises in Saudi
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Arabia and business people have taken advantage of every
advance in telephone technology in order to facilitate
business among themselves and especially with international
corporations.

The innovative use of telephone technology in

Saudi Arabia grew exponentially in the 1970s and this growth
has continued through the present day (Zedan, 1980) .
Also important to the growth of business is the
availability of a good transportation system and the
development of such a system in Saudi Arabia has gone hand
in hand with the advances in telephone technology.

Business

deals can now be concluded instantly over the telephone
which years ago would have taken weeks or months; however,
unless an efficient transportation system is available to
facilitate the transactions concluded via telephone, the
transactions can not be consummated.

Recognizing this

necessity for a good transportation system, the Saudi
government has made a massive investment in transportation
infrastructure which began in the early 1970s ("Highways and
Cities," 1989).

Prior to 1930, according to the Ministry of

Transportation, no public transportation existed in Saudi
Arabia, but in the early 1980s the Ministry of
Transportation established a public bus system throughout
the Kingdom and it has facilitated the movement of people
between all towns and cities.

Because of the free market .

system, all individuals have been allowed the privilege of
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automobile transportation and the number of cars which an
individual or family may own is unlimited; the average
household in Saudi Arabia boasts at least two cars
("Highways and Cities," 1989).
Structure of the PTT
The organization of the Ministry of Posts, Telegraph,
and Telephones is outlined as follows.

The Department

Minister for Telegraphic Affairs and Licensing, the Postal
Directorate-General, and Department Minister for Telephones
all report directly to the minister of Ministry of
Telegraphs, Posts, and Telephones.

The Department of

Telegraphic Affairs is divided into the sub-department of
Radio Communication and sub-department of Telegraphs.

The

Department Ministry for Telephones is divided into the D.G.
of Automatic Telephones, the Planning Department, and the
Telecommunications Department.

A legal advisor and

department of inspection also report to the Minister of
Posts, Telegraph, and Telephones (Telecommunications in
Saudi Arabia, a storv of a unique experience. 1983).
The Five-Year Plans
Beginning in 1969, the Saudi Arabian Central Planning
organization submitted a Development Plan for the following
five years and this plan has been regularly updated (Looney,
1982) . The Plan, according to Looney (1982) had four basic
objectives: to raise the growth rate of the gross domestic
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product (GDP); to reduce the country's dependence on oil by
diversifying the economy through developing other sectors of
the economy; to ensure sustained economic growth; to develop
the country's human resources in a way that enables all
elements of society to contribute effectively to the growth
of the economy.
In accordance with the first five-year plan, a total of
4,312 kilometers of primary roads were constructed as well
as a total of 2,000 kilometers of rural roads (El Mallakh,
1982).

Also, during this period, extensive improvements

were made to the ports of Jeddah, Dammam, Yanbu, Jugail, and
Jizan and seven airports were developed and upgraded to have
the capacity to accommodate jet planes.

As well as the

improvements to the transportation network, the Plan
included expansion of the automatic telephone network to
accommodate 137,000 lines and to provide satellite stations
for telegraph services.

During the Second Plan, an

additional 7,115 miles of main roads, 6,283 miles of
secondary roads, and 14,487 miles of rural roads were added
to the transportation system.

During the Third Plan, the

miles of main and secondary roads were increased by 32% and
the miles of rural roads were increased by 75% ("Highways,"
1990) .
Only one railroad line exists in all of Saudi Arabia
and it runs from Damman to Riyadh and it carries both
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passengers and freight.
long.

The single line is 562 kilometers

There is a plan to build a second railroad line of

320 kilometers between Riyadh and Hafuf in the future
("Highways," 1990).
The most important form of transportation, from the
standpoint of linkage to the outside world, is that of high
seas shipping and this makes the development of Saudi
Arabia's ports extremely important.

The expansion of the

port system which began under the first Plan in the 1970s
brought the total number of ship berths to 145 ("Roads,"
1989) .
An important source of contact with the outside world
has been the Saudi Arabian air transportation.

There have

been five major airports in Saudi Arabia, and the most
important airport has been the Riyadh International Airport,
which became fully operational in 1985.

The public bus

system was established in 1979 and carried more than six
million people in 1992.

Also the train between Riyadh and

Dammam makes five or more trips a day ("Roads," 1989) .
Technology Transfer
The Englishman C. P. Snow articulated the
responsibility of Western culture to make the benefits of
modern science available to the developing nations of the
world:
We cannot avoid the realization that science has
made it possible to remove unnecessary suffering
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from a billion individual lives--to remove
suffering of a kind, which in our privileged
society, we have largely forgotten. . . .
It does
not require one additional scientific discovery,
though new scientific discoveries must help us.
It depends on the spread of the scientific
revolution over the world. There is no other way.
(1963, p. 73)
Snow is describing what is referred to as technology
transfer.

The transfer of technology from one country

involved more than the mere physical transportation of
pieces of hardware and information from one site to another.
Technology transfer involved the education of knowledge and
skills concerning the maintenance, repair, and operation of
the equipment.

It also involved an economic shift and the

new technology will bring with the ability to produce wealth
and to make profits.

Technology transfer will also result

in social changes and individuals find opportunities to
better themselves by moving up the economic ladder due to
their ability to perform the new operations and produce the
new products that go with the new technology.

Finally,

ideally, the transfer of technology should also include a
transfer of socially responsible consciousness and the
acquiring society strives to integrate the new technology
into its environmental, social, and economic systems in a
positive way (Foster, 1973).
The term "Third World Countries" became known in the
1950s, and is used to refer to countries that did not have
the ability to manufacture (Brunner, 1978).

Further, Zahlan
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(1978) indicated that while the leaders of the Third World
countries are often very anxious to bring the most advanced
technology possible to their countries and those possessing
high technology are often eager to sell that technology, the
fact is that the Third World countries often can not afford
to import only the simplest technology.

This results in

frustration for both the buyer and seller.

Also, peoples of

the Third World often lack the required background and
education to utilize the more advanced technology, even when
they are financially able to acquire it.

It would be more

advisable to provide the necessary education to people in
Third World countries before transferring technology.
The Third World countries have contributed about 10% of
international commercial technology.

Third World countries

such as Brazil, South Korea, India, Taiwan, and Argentina
have more "know how" then other Third World countries;
however, they do not have the range of skills that are seen
in the developed countries ("Third World Countries," 1988).
Technology transfer occurs in two ways in developed
nations but in only one way in developing countries.
Developed countries can transfer both equipment and
expertise; whereas, Third World countries can only transfer
tangible aspects such as equipment and products and not the
processing of information.

Cooper (1977) has noted three

demands that underdeveloped countries make relative to
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technology transfer: the scale of the transfer should be
large, poor countries should receive specially favorable
treatment, and the decision-making process utilized by those
dispensing the technology should be revised to give greater
participation to the developing countries.
Large corporations following their profit motive and
self interests often bring in their own equipment to
developing nations.

They will set up and run their own

business as long as it is profitable.

When they pull out,

the company is no longer accessible for advice or assistance
to the country that they had started business in.

Thus,

obsolescence and decay discourage the receiving country from
continuing development and production of technology.
Arabian Third World nations purchase approximately $5
billion annually in technical support services such as
equipment maintenance, training, and consulting services.
Accordingly, developed countries are able to perceive that
it is important to further develop and protect this sizeable
Arabian market for telephone technologies. Large foreign
corporations have contracts valued at $400 billion into the
1990s in Arabian nations.

As much as 4 to 6 times the

original equipment cost goes into maintenance alone
("Third World Countries," 1988).
History is largely a reflection of mankind's growing
skill in and demand for communication and information
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technology.

From the first primitive tool, such as a drum,

to the modern super-computer of today.

Let us focus on one

area and follow more closely this development in the area of
communications technology.
In the United States the demand for communications over
vast areas led to the development of the Pony Express. This
was quickly replaced and made obsolete by the invention of
the telegraph (Casson, 1971) .

Similarly, as Saudi Arabia

began developing into a modern nation doing business in an
international marketplace, it required modern communications
technology and all technical advancements as they occurred.
This demand fostered the importation of state-of-the-art
telecommunications systems.

This became especially

important when rich oil resources were discovered (Shaw &
Long, 1982).
The Technology Transfer Process

Holliday (1979) delineated two phases to the technology
transfer process.

The first is the initial planning and

purchase of technology.

Holliday described this phase as

including, "the choice of technology, selection of
mechanism, negotiation of contract, and financing" (p. 24).
The second phase was called absorption.

Holliday stated

that this phase consists of "design and adaptation,
construction and installation, training, operation of
plants, machinery, and domestic diffusion" (p. 24).
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Impact of Technology Transfer on Saudi Culture
The impact of imported technology on the culture of the
Third World country can be considerable and does not
necessarily depend on the type of technology imported.

For

example, something as simple as the building of a road can
have a considerable impact on the locality as whole villages
may be destroyed by the construction of a road.

The people,

of course, can be physically reallocated with ease, but the
loss of perhaps generations of traditions and familiarity
can leave the villagers very disoriented (Zaleski & Weinert,
1980) .
The first essential, of course, is to have a
definition of "technology transfer". While
definitions vary, one that has been adopted here
is that of a process whereby innovations (new
products or know-how) obtained in one country are
then transmitted for use to another. It is
essentially a process of transmitting knowledge
and implies an active role on the part of both
transferor and recipient.
Technology can be defined as systematic
knowledge of applied arts, but empirically neither
the science nor the product concerned can be
measured. What we are focusing on is the
application of science to the production of goods
and services. Technology transfer from one
country to another signifies that the new products
or know-how introduced in one country are used in
another without the intervention of an independent
cycle of research, product development, testing,
and evaluation, either directly or through the
agency of a foreign producer who has followed the
original inventor.
(Zaleski & Wienert, 1980, p.
12-13)
Literature from the Saudi Arabian embassy (1980) in
Washington, DC, has pointed out that Saudi Arabia shares
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some very fundamental qualities with America.

Both

societies stress the such fundamentals of life as the
importance of religion and the central role of the family.
While respecting the past, both are vigorously developmentminded.

Like America, Saudi Arabia strongly supports

individual enterprise and responsibility.

These

characteristics are important because they provide a solid
basis upon which America and Saudi Arabia can work together.
Both societies have many interests in common, including a
desire to see a healthy world economy unthreatened by
military conflicts.
The political basis for economic and technological
cooperation between the United States and Saudi Arabia has
articulated by Ali (1976) as follows:
The United States considers Saudi Arabia a voice
of moderation in the [Middle Eastern] area and for
this reason wants to safeguard the integrity of
the oil kingdom. The Saudis, on the other hand,
have expressed their
willingness to base their
relations with the United States on the same
freedom-loving aims.
(p. 81)
Following World War II, the United States has been
committed to help developing nations, as described by Ohlin
(1968) :
The Point Four program announced by President
Truman in his inaugural address that year [1949],
and the subsequent Act for International
Development of 1950,
made it the policyof the
United States to aid
the efforts of the peoples of
economically underdeveloped areas to develop their
resources and improve their living conditions . .
. making the benefits of our [American] scientific
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advances and industrial progress available for the
improvement and growth of the underdeveloped
areas, (p. 348)
One of the important issues in technology transfer
evolves out of the relative economic positions of the
countries importing the technology.

Wealthy countries,

those who have exportable resources that bring great wealth
to them, can afford to purchase the most up-to-date
technology. On the other hand, poorer countries that lack
valuable marketable products find themselves in a position
of having to purchase obsolete technologies. As long as the
quality of technology available to a country is purely based
on economic resources, the entire question of technology
assessment (that is, an evaluation of the appropriateness of
a particular technology to a particular society or culture)
is not dealt with.

This can mean an inappropriate

distribution of technology, not only in the sense that
poorer countries may not have technology of a sufficient
quality but also that wealthier countries may find
themselves burdened with excessive and unnecessary hardware
and gadgetry (Stewart & Nihei, 1987).
Assessment may be defined as the systematic study
of the effects on society that may occur when a
technology is introduced, extended, or modified,
with special emphasis on the impacts that are
unintended, indirect and delayed.
(Coates, 1971,
p. 225)
The question of public participation in the process of
technology assessment is one that provides some difficulty
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as political systems vary from one country to another.

The

most enthusiastic, and perhaps extreme, view of public
participation is the conception of participatory technology
assessment (White, 1988).

In some societies, however,

because of the lack of either a democratic political system
or an equal opportunity economic system, the participation
of those at the lower end of the social scale may be
unfortunately limited.

Also, in many countries, the lack of

literacy and ability to acquire information through other
means can lead to uninformed persons reacting to proposed
changes in unpredictable and unsafe manners (Eisenstadt,
1973).
The history of technology transfer goes back as far as
human history itself although in the earliest recorded
times, it was largely a result of military conquest, as when
the Assyrians drove their chariots throughout what is now
referred to as the Middle East.

In more recent times,

however, technology has often been transferred as the result
of more peaceful means; for example, when advanced
technology was brought into Russia in the Eighteenth Century
during the reigns of Peter the Great and Catherine and later
in the 1890s when technology came to Russia largely as a
result of foreign investment.

In these above-mentioned

cases, however, the ordinary people had very little to say
about the importation of the technology.

With the global
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movement towards democratization, however, mechanisms must
be developed to allow for the greater participation of the
whole society of a country into which technology is being
imported (Zaleski & Weinert, 1980) .
Therefore, there are many factors to be considered when
evaluating the process of technology transfer and it is not
merely a matter of packing boxes with equipment and
programming data storage banks with information.
While Saudis have had previous experience with imported
technology, true technology assessment has not been utilized
very much; rather, what has been required has been
traditional technological planning.

The distinction between

the two was made clear by White (1988), when he defined
technology assessment thusly:
Technology assessment involves a forwardlooking approach to enhance competitiveness,
productivity, and/or effectiveness opportunities.
The champion of technology assessment in a firm
needs to be an entrepreneurial individual.
Expecting change, adapting to it, and seizing
opportunities for the benefit of the organization
is the rule, not the exception. Such a person
must be willing to take risks, cut across
functional lines, have a good sense of tactical
and strategic plans, and understand the forces of
the marketplace. As a collaborator with line
managers, anticipation of business trends will be
a valuable skill. The capability to evaluate
innovations on their financial and human resource
merits are as important as being able to judge
products on their technical merits. As Sanjiv
Sarin and Bennie Butts of North Carolina AT&T
propose, the technology assessment consultant
"must not be linked only to successes and
penalized for any failures . . . employees under
such pressure will avoid any risks . . . and in
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the long run, will be detrimental to the survival
of the organization.(p. 13)
White (1988) further stated technology assessment must be
carried out with the understanding that it is a step in the
decision-making process and that the process may result in a
decision not to take advantage of the available technology;
therefore, the technology assessment should be carried out
with the goal of informing decision makers of the possible
alternatives.

Also, White (1988) pointed out that previous

experience is not often an infallible guide when speculating
on the impact of a new technology; for example, because of
the differences between radio and television, one can not
assume that the introduction of television will have the
same impact as the introduction of radio into a culture.
The unintended and long-range consequences of importing a
technology may have a great deal more impact on a society
than the short-term, intended consequences; White (1988)
cites an example of this phenomena the importation of
immunization technology into the Third World, which had
resulted in a widespread population explosion.
The fact that telephone technology can also have longrange and unintended impacts on a society is illustrated by
this description given by Gottman (1977) of the way the
telephone has changed the office atmosphere:
The telephone appears to have made office
work footloose, liberating it from old locational
shackles. The result has been the concentration
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of offices in selected districts of cities and
towns and also huge concentrations in certain
selected cities. This trend produced the specific
architectural form of the skyscraper and the
skyline. It should be recognized that lofty,
dense skylines exist as much owing to the
telephone as to the elevator.
(p. 309)
This description applies to the modern cities of Saudi
Arabia just as it does to Western cities.

As the tendency

toward a more densely packed urban population grows due to
the architectural changes made possible by the telephone,
one may expect the cities of Saudi Arabia to begin to
resemble New York, London, and other world metropolises ever
more closely.
Looney (1982) has commented on Saudi Arabia's
experience with technology transfer and provided direction
regarding the adaptation of new technology:
Within the framework of Saudi Arabia's
industrial strategy, attention is being closely
paid to the selection of new technology and the
means of innovating the existing technology. The
concept of technology transfer used here is
expanded to apply to the transfer of technological
knowhow internally between various industries and
scientific research and development organization,
and also internationally from similar institutions
in other countries. . . . Among the major
obstacles that the Saudis have had to overcome in
their attempt to absorb new technology are: 1)
lack of industrial infrastructure and an
industrial tradition; 2) lack of skilled manpower,
particularly on operational levels (for example,
skilled workers and technicians); 3) the
reluctance of many foreign companies to cooperate
sincerely in the transfer of technology.
(pp.
186-187)
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Looney further stated that the Saudi government,
recognizing the almost direct correlation between sustained
industrial growth and the quality and quantity of research
and development work being carried out, has invested heavily
in universities and other academic institutions.

He also

stated:
In the past decade the Saudis have begun to
adopt a cohesive effort to tackle the issue of
technology transfer. The most important measures
which have been taken are the following: 1)
introducing advanced technical subjects in
vocational schools and universities; 2)
establishing contact with technical and scientific
organizations of international repute; 3) sending
many students and researchers to institutions of
higher education abroad in the various branches of
science and technology, (p. 187)
Saudi society is a tribal society.

Since Saudi Arabia

is a rich country, new technology has emerged in Saudi
Arabia.

This situation makes for an interesting study of

how technology can impact a society which has been stable
for many centuries.
The Ministry of Posts, Telegraph, and Telephones (PTT)
came into existence in 1973.

This new ministry was given

the responsibility of setting up a state-of-the-art system
of telecommunications utilizing the best telephone and
telegraph technology available.

The present researcher, an

employee of Saudi Telecom, a division of the PTT concerned
with telephone services, has been an employee of Saudi
Telecom for over 20 years, with initial employment beginning
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before high school graduation.

As a telephone engineer, the

present researcher became interested in the impact that the
telephone technology was having on Saudi society.

Thus

began the feeling that there was an obligation to
investigate telephone technology and its use in the Kingdom
of Saudi Arabia.

When the researcher became a graduate

student at the University of Northern Iowa, the realization
that the curiosity about the impact the telephone has had on
the native culture and, at the same time, fulfill the
research requirements for the degree program.
The considerable wealth which came to Saudi Arabia from
oil revenues enabled the country to attract a diverse
mixture of technical experts from many foreign countries to
work to help the Saudis develop as an industrial nation.
This population influx resulted in a boom in residential
housing in the larger cities, and especially in Riyadh, the
capital city.

The cities' physical boundaries expanded to

accommodate the new housing and, as a result, distances
within the cities increased; this fact, all by itself, led
to a greater need for telephone communications.

Prior to

the 1970s, it had been possible to get a message to any
point in a city within a few minutes using a personal
courier; with the increase in distance and automobile
traffic within the cities, a modern system of communication
became necessary almost overnight (Looney, 1982) . Also, a
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need for improvements in communications were necessary to
make foreigners, who were used to having convenient
communications, feel more at home and conduct their
contracted activities.

Fortunately, the Saudis were blessed

with insightful leaders who foresaw the need for
technological improvements in communications and those
leaders took steps to bring Saudi Arabia into the modern
world in this respect (Rashid & Shaheen, 1987) .
The telephone system has been rapidly expanding in
Saudi Arabia in recent years.

For example, the number of

telephone lines in greater Riyadh grew from 236,796 in 1988
to 320,158 in 1992.

Similar growth was found in the

Provinces: in the Western Province the number of telephone
lines grew from 447,778 in 1988 to 556,101 in 1992; in the
Eastern Province, the number of telephone lines increased
from 220,620 in 1988 to 274,532 in 1992; in the Southern
Province, the increase was from 50,508 to 86,246 in 1992.
Total number of telephone lines in the Kingdom increased
from 1,069,433 in 1988 to 1,385,651 in 1992; this is an
increase of 23% in a four-year period (Ministry of Finance
and National Economy, 1992) .
A census taken in Saudi Arabia on September 27, 1992,
showed the total population of the country

to be 16,929,294

(Kingdom of Saudi Arabia Ministry of Finance & National
Economy, 1992).

Of this total population, only 12,304,835
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{12.1%) were Saudis; the remaining 4,624,459 (27.3%) were
non-Saudis.

Thus, more than one out of four people residing

in Saudi Arabia are foreigners.

For a country that had

previously been relatively isolated, such a huge foreign
influence was bound to have a considerable impact on the
culture.

Since almost all of the foreigners in Saudi Arabia

are workers or dependents of workers hired by the government
or by private industry, it is worth noting that 3,255,328
(70.4%) of the foreigners are males and only 1,369,131
(29.6%) are females.

Inferences about the Saudi attitude

toward females may be drawn from these figures concerning
the foreign population.
The telephone has not always been as warmly received by
societies as it has been received in Saudi Arabia.

For

example, in England, the telephone was described by Herbert
Spencer in 1882 as being "1scarcely used at all in London,
and . . . unknown in the other English cities'" (Casson,
1971, p. 248).

For the telephone to gain wide acceptance in

England, it was necessary for such figures as Lord Kelvin to
persistently advocate in favor of the telephone, which
Kelvin described as "'one of the most interesting inventions
that has ever been made in the history of science'" (Casson,
1971, p. 249).

Saudis did not need such convincing; the

importance of telecommunications was clearly understood by
the Saudi government (Looney, 1982).
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Thus, while Saudi Arabia is not immune from the effects
of the abrupt transfer of technology, it is clear that the
Saudis, led by their government, have made preparations to
incorporate new technology into the existing culture.

The

Saudi people are becoming prepared to enter into the 21st
century.
One of the major concerns of the government is the
telecommunications system which is expanding every day with
the new technology which is being imported.

In addition to

the demands for better telecommunication technology which
are being created as a result of industrial expansion, a
further demand for telecommunication technology is arising
out of the growth of the Saudi population.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY

The purpose of the study was to determine the effects
of telephone technology on Saudi Arabian society with regard
to family life, business, and transportation.

As stated by

Pool (1977), the telephone has a liberating impact on
society because it "offers options to serve society's many
varied and even contradictory needs" (p. 9).

Pierce (1977)

has commented that the telephone is so common in our lives
that it is seldom considered worthy of research: "We
encounter telephones so early in our lives that we seldom
think of them, and more than we meditate on speech, hearing,
vision, or the functioning of our internal organs -- unless
any or these give us trouble.
195).

Then we are annoyed" (p.

However, Cherry (1977) has noted that the type of

two-way communication provided by the telephone is essential
in a democratic society and that the telephone, in a modern
industrial society, provide contact that is as immediate and
personal as the contact provided in a tribal society.

Saudi

Arabian society, as described by Woker (1995) has, in 50
years, "grown from a desert inhabited by Bedouins to" a
modern industrial state (p. 11).

The present researcher was

motivated to study the role of the telephone as a
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facilitator of Saudi Arabia's process of transition from
tribal to industrial society.
The telephone system in Saudi Arabia is expanding at
rapid rate: the number of telephone lines has increased from
1.5 million in 1990 to 2.5 million in 1995 and a partnership
agreement has been signed between AT&T and the Saudi
government to expand the system further to 4 million lines
(AT&T Journal. 1995) .
The survey focused only on the present time.

This

chapter discussed the research instrument, the pilot test,
data collection, and data analysis.
Research Instrument
No previous studies regarding this topic were located.
Therefore, the present researcher had to develop a
questionnaire suited to the area of investigation without
the benefit of models.

The structure of the questions was

formulated on the principles noted by Sudman and Bradburn
(1982).

Studies by Jolliffee (1986) and de Vaus (1986) on

research design were also consulted.

The goal was to

develop a survey to gather data which would enable the
investigator to explore the attitudes toward and opinions
about the impact of telephone technology on Saudi society.
Based on the literature noted in the review of literature,
the following possibilities for study were suggested:
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1.

The degree of exposure of the Saudi society to

telephone technology.
2.

The manner in which members of Saudi society view

their exposure to telephone technology.
3.

To what degree that exposure affects members of

Saudi society, with regard to the values of their native
culture.
4.

How Saudi society has adapted to telephone

technology.
These four possible fields of consideration became the
bases used to analyze the effect of telephone technology on
these three areas of Saudi society:
1.

Family life

2.

Business

3.

Transportation

It was decided to designate the following independent
variables for use in analyzing the data gained from the use
of the research instrument:
1.

Income level

2.

Marital status

3.

Tribal affiliation

4.

Region of origin

5.

Highest level of academic achievement.
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Questions 1 through 9 were designed to generate the
independent variables that were tested against the dependent
variables which were generated by Questions 10 through 39.
Pilot Test
On February 8, 1993, an English version of the
questionnaire was reviewed by nine randomly selected
students representing various departments at the University
of Northern Iowa to determine the validity of the
questionnaire.

Each student spent approximately 30 minutes

reviewing the material for clarity, understanding, focus,
and timeliness.

They were also instructed to answer the

questions as they imagined Saudi Arabians might answer them.
The purpose of this activity was not to administer a pilot
test in the true sense of the term.

The purpose was merely

to determine whether the questions were clearly written and
easily understood.
A pilot test was translated from the first English
version into Arabic.

On December 5, 1993, the pilot test

was also administered to 15 employees of Saudi Telecom
randomly selected from a monthly payroll list.

Again, each

person spent approximately 30 minutes on the questionnaire,
and reviewing the material for clarity, understanding,
focus, and timeliness.

For purposes of evaluation and

correctness of meaning, the questionnaire was given to a
professor in the College of Education at King Saud
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University in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.

The professor is

considered an expert on translation and research validation.
This review was conducted in order to verify the accuracy of
the translation and other aspects relating to the validity
of the questionnaire.
The population to which the questionnaire was
distributed consisted essentially of Saudi males, thus
limiting access to women and foreign nationals.

Only adult

Saudi males employed by Saudi Telecom were the subjects used
in this research.

Women were not included since women have

not been employed by Saudi Telecom.

As an institution of

Saudi society, Saudi Telecom does not violate what Shaw and
Long (1982) have described as the traditional Saudi "social
compunction to segregate women" and limit them to a role
centered "around marriage, children, and the home" (p. 45).
Foreign nationals were excluded since, as a rule, foreign
nationals do not remain in Saudi Arabia long enough to
become members of Saudi society.
During the period from December 16, 1993, to January
28, 1994, the 250 subjects to whom the questionnaire was
administered were randomly selected from among the 910
employees of Saudi Telecom and the 744 employees of the
Ministry of Finance in the following manner: fifty pages of
the payroll list of Saudi Telecom and 35 pages of the
payroll list of the Ministry of Finance were randomly
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selected; then the names on each page were assigned a number
from 1 to 48 and the researcher drew 3 numbers from each
page; the researcher then selected the name which
corresponded to the number drawn on each of the 85 pages;
from the resulting 255 names, the researcher then
arbitrarily dropped 5 names, leaving 250.

The questionnaire

was then sent to the selected subjects as well as a cover
letter which explained the purpose of the research and
solicited their cooperation by completing the questionnaire.
Both the questionnaire and the cover letter were written in
Arabic.

Since Saudi Arabia has no house-to-house delivery

of mail, only persons who had postal boxes or who were able
to receive mail at their place of employment were able to be
contacted through the mail.
third of those polled.

This group contained about one

The remaining two thirds of the

questionnaires were hand delivered by the researcher or his
designee. Persons who did not respond to the original
solicitation to complete the questionnaire were sent a
follow-up letter asking them again to please take the time
to answer the questions and return the completed
questionnaire in the envelope which was provided.
Two hundred and one (80.4%) completed responses were
received by the researcher.

The level of response was well

within the expectations cited by Fraenkel and Wallen (1993):
"Response rates in mail surveys are quite varied, ranging
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from as low as 10 percent to as high as 90 percent" (p.
357).

Furthermore, Erdos (1970) stated that, in his

opinion, "No mail survey can be considered reliable unless
it has a minimum of 50 percent response, or unless it
demonstrates with some form of verification that the non
respondents are similar to the respondents" (p. 144).

The

80.4% response rate to the present survey was achieved in
spite of two difficulties: the awkwardness of the mail
distribution system in Saudi Arabia and the general lack of
appreciation of the importance of research among Saudis.
Data Collection
The questionnaire focused on three aspects of Saudi
society: family ties, business, and transportation.

The

three areas were dealt with in separate sections of the
questionnaire which was intended to focus the concentration
of the readers.

It further enabled the researcher to

analyze the data more easily.

The goal of the research was

to determine the effect of telephone technology on each of
these three areas.
The researcher was motivated to investigate the affect
of telephone technology on Saudi society by the following
definition of a post-industrial society stated by Bell
(1974):
The concept of "post-industrial" is counterposed
to that of "pre-industrial" and "industrial." A
pre-industrial sector is primarily extractive its
economy based on agriculture, mining, fishing,
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timber, and other resources such as natural gas or
oil. An industrial sector is primarily
fabricating using energy and machine technology
for the manufacture of goods. A post-industrial
section is one of processing, in which
telecommunications and computers are strategic for
the exchange of information and knowledge, (p.
xii)
The present researcher has found the above definition useful
in analyzing Saudi society because telecommunication has
become an important feature of Saudi life, as noted by Shaw
and Long (1982) in their discussion of the security needs of
the Saudi government.
The data collected from the nine demographic questions
(questions 1 through 9) indicated that the population
surveyed was drawn entirely from the middle class, as
indicated by the responses concerning income and education.
Heller and Safran (1985) have noted that, in Saudi society,
the middle class is made up of such persons as "bureaucrats,
army officers, teachers of secular subjects, and selfemployed modern professionals," and not persons who have
attained their status through the same process of
"autochthonous economic development" common in most Western
societies (p. 67).
Questions 10 through 39 were concerned with various
ways in which people utilize the telephone and were designed
to indicate the manner in which telephone technology
impacted the daily lives of the population surveyed.
Questions 10 through 27, Question 31, Questions 33 and 34,
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and Question 38 required quantitative answers from the
respondents.

Questions 28 through 30 required the

respondents to strongly agree, agree, disagree, strongly
disagree, or state that they had no opinion regarding
statements concerning the usefulness of the telephone.
Question 32 required the respondents to state their favorite
mode of transportation from 4 choices offered.

Question 35

required the respondents to select a response to obscene
phone calls from 2 choices ("Hang up immediately" or "Talk
to the caller to try to determine identity").

Question 36

required the respondent to choose from among four options
(one week, one day, one hour, no call) in declaring whether
he would call a local friend to announce that he was coming
for a visit.

Question 37 asked the respondent how soon he

would respond to a call on his pager and offered the options
"right away," "30 minutes," "one hour," and "more than one
hour." Question 38 asked how often the respondent would get
paged a week and offered options from "0" to "more than 10"
times per week.

Question 39 offered the respondents five

choices for rating their telephone service (Excellent, Good,
Fair, Poor, or Very Poor).
The rationale for the varied types of responses was
developed by Fraenkel and Wallen (1993).

Generally, closed-

ended or short answer questions are preferable, although
some researchers find it useful to combine both formats.
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Independent Variables
The independent variables of this study were assumed to
affect the attitudes of Saudi society toward telephone
technology, either positively or negatively.

According to

the formulated hypotheses, the following independent
variables were used:
1.

Family income

2.

Family structure

3.

Level of education

4.

Marital status

5.

Tribal affiliation

Family income, family structure, and level of
education, were determined by evaluating responses to
Questions 1 through 9.
Dependent Variables
The following dependent variables were employed in the
study to test the hypotheses:
1.

Frequency of telephone use

2.

Purpose of telephone use

3.

Attitude toward telephone technology

For the purpose of this research, "telephone use" is
defined as the employment of the telephone as an instrument
of communication; this definition excludes such other
employments of the telephone as, for example, a decorating
accouterment.
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Frequency of telephone use was determined by evaluating
the responses to Questions 10 through 27, which enabled the
researcher to test the hypotheses.

The purpose of telephone

use was also determined by evaluating responses to Questions
10 through 27, and, again, the researcher used the data from
the responses to determine the validity of the hypotheses.
Attitude toward telephone technology was measured by
evaluating the responses to Questions 28 through 30, which
required the respondents to strongly agree, agree, disagree,
strongly disagree, or voice no opinion on statements of
value.

The data from the responses to these questions were

helpful in evaluating hypotheses number 4.
Data Analysis
Once the researcher had received all of the responses
to the questionnaire, the data was processed using the
computer program called "The Statistical Package for Social
Sciences" (SPSS).

The questions were analyzed with a

probability level of 0.05 set for statistical significance.
Wynne (1982) indicated that:
The significance level of a statistical test
refers to the probability level at which the
investigator is prepared to reject the null
hypothesis as being a very unlikely statement and
to favor the alternative hypothesis instead. . . .
Generally speaking if the test statistic yields a
value so extreme that it would occur only five
times or less out of 100, then the investigator is
prepared to reject the null hypothesis in favor of
the alternative hypothesis.
(p. 134)
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The following four research hypotheses were tested by
the questionnaire and the subsequent analysis of the data
generated by the questionnaire:
1.

Telephone technology has had an effect on

interactions between family members separated by great
distances in Saudi Arabia;
2.

Telephone technology effected on the manner of

conducting business is conducted in Saudi Arabia by
decreasing the importance of face-to-face contacts;
3.

Telephone technology has had an effect on the

transportation system and its use in Saudi Arabia.
4.

Saudi society has adapted to telephone technology.

All of the above hypotheses were analyzed and supported
by using chi-square measurements based on the following
definition (Fraenkel & Wallen, 1993):
chi square (x2) A nonparametric test of
significance appropriate when the data are in the
form of frequency counts; it compares frequencies
actually observed in a study with expected
frequencies to see if they are significantly
different.
(p. 548)
Gay (1992) has described one possible use of the chi square
as follows:
The chi square can be used to compare frequencies
occurring in different categories or the
categories may be groups so that the chi square is
comparing groups with respect to frequency of
occurrence of different events.
(p. 443)
The questionnaire was sent by mail to 250 employees of
the Saudi Telephone company and the Saudi Ministry of
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Finance.

After reviewing the 201 responses received, it was

determined that a sufficiently broad range of the population
had not been reached due to the cumbersome mail system in
Saudi Arabia.

There is no house delivery of mail in Saudi

Arabia and confining the test to only those people who could
receive mail at their place of work severely limited the
population of the test group.

It was further recognized

that the population was not randomly selected.
It was determined to consider the mail survey as a
pilot test and to revise the manner of data collection.
determinations were made regarding procedures.

Two

The first

was that the data would be collected by telephone interview.
The second was to randomly select the sample.
Then, 675 names were selected from the Riyadh telephone
book.

The 539 individuals who were willing to participate

were subjected to an interview via the telephone.
The following procedure was used.
called between 6 p.m. and 9 p.m.

Individuals were

The researcher identified

himself and that stated the purpose of the call was to
conduct a survey concerning telephone technology.

The

person answering the telephone was invited to participate.
If the invitation was declined, the researcher thanked the
person and went to the next name on the list.

If the

invitation to participate was accepted, the researcher
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administered the questionnaire and at the end thanked the
participant for cooperating.
The type of questions used in this interview survey
were appropriate for evaluation by means of the chi square
measures as defined above.

Neter, Waserman, and Whitmore

(1982) have stated that the chi-square test is "one of the
most widely used goodness of fit tests"; that is, a test
that resolves "the question whether or not a particular
probability distribution is a good model for the population
sampled" (p. 410).
The present researcher randomly selected one name from
each of the 675 pages of the Riyadh telephone directory.

As

each page contained an average of 270 names, the names
selected by the researcher represented approximately 1/270
of the listings in the directory.

The researcher estimates

that the total telephone listings in the directory equals
182,250.

Thirty-three of the 675 listings in the

researchers sample had been disconnected; after repeated
calls, 28 of the listings did not answer; 20 of those
contacted did not wish to participate in the survey; 55 of
the listings were for non-Saudis.

After eliminated these

136 listings, the researcher was left with 539 listings, or
79.9% of the original 675.

This response rate exceeds

slightly the response rate of 73% which has been described
by Groves et al. (1988) as a slight understatement of what
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should be expected in a telephone survey.

The researcher

interviewed these 539 cooperative respondents at the rate of
8 to 10 per day over a period lasting 4 months.
interview lasted approximately 30 minutes.

Each

In conducting

the interviews, the researcher was guided by principles
presented by Lavarakas (1993) and Groves et al. (1988).
This study focused on the effect that the telephone has
had on three aspects of Saudi society: family ties,
business, and transportation.

These three areas seemed to

be particularly subject to influence by telecommunications
technology; this was a subjective judgement on the part of
the researcher for which supporting evidence was
subsequently found.
The importance of family ties in Saudi Arabia is
describe by Al-Sweel (1993) as follows:
Family ties determine the structure of society
throughout Saudi Arabia, an inheritance from the
days when the nomadic clan was the basic social
and economic unit in a hostile desert environment.
Close-knit families, working together to tend
their flocks and move them from pasture to
pasture, were essential to survival. Coupled with
the organization of society on kinship lines is
the long-accepted regulation of family, clan, and
tribal life by Muslim law, so that a strong
ethical imperative strengthens family and kin
affiliations and mutual obligations.
(p. 67)
The changes in the nature of business and
transportation that have taken place since the dramatic
increase in oil revenue in the 1970s have been described in
a collection of essays edited by Niblock (1982) . A few
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years ago, virtually no highways or mass transit systems
existed in Saudi Arabia; for the most part the country was
hostile desert that could be traversed only by camels and
horses.

A thoroughly modern highway system is currently

under expansion and railroads and airports have been built.
Before the discovery and marketing of Saudi oil, the
economic life of most Saudis consisted of shopping a
marketplace for the necessities of life; now the shopping
centers, high-rise buildings, and factories found in Saudi
Arabia create an urban landscape similar to that found in
most Western cities.
The importance of telephone technology described above
has coincided with these developments in transportation and
business.

The survey created by the present researcher was

an attempt to accept or reject the hypothesis that the
telephone has had a great impact on these three areas.
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF DATA

The data gleaned from the telephone survey was analyzed
according to the categories of Level of Education, Level of
Income, Marital Status, Number of Domestic Employees, and
Tribal Affiliation Status.
Level of Education
To gather data relevant to the independent variable
level of education, question one asked "What is your highest
level of academic achievement?"

Respondents were given 20

choices which the researcher in turn grouped into four
broader categories, low, intermediate, medium, and high.
Low represented 0-6 years of education, intermediate 7-12
years of education, medium 13-16 years of education, and
high 17-20.

The results of the survey showed 17 respondents

with a low level of education, 115 with an intermediate
level, 359 with a medium level, and 48 with a high level.
This indicated that the majority of respondents were in the
medium range and very few were in either the high or the low
range.

(See Table 6.)
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Table 6
Level of Education

Grade

Frequency

Number of calls

6

2

29

7

3

28

8

6

30

9

4

29

10

7

30

11

8

32

12

7

31

13

7

33

14

14

40

15

13

40

16

14

36

17

8

42

18

6

48

19

1

47

Total

100

Level of Income
The independent variable concerning income level was
measured through question two, which asked "What is your
yearly income?" and offered five choices, which the writer
regrouped into three categories, low ($29,000 or less),
medium ($30,000 to $49,000), and high ($50,000 or more).
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The results showed 224 in the low range, 226 in the medium
range, and 89 in the high range.

This suggests that there

was an approximately equal number of respondents in the low
and medium range, but a very limited number of high income
respondents.

(See Table 7.)

Table 7
Income Level

Yearly income

Frequency

Number of calls

20,000

19

51

30,000

22

66

40,000

19

59

50,000

40

73

Total

100

Marital Status
Marital status and other family responsibilities were
determined through questions three, four, and five.
Question three asked "What is your marital status?" and
offered the options of single, married, widowed, and
separated.

There were 26 single respondents, 464 married

respondents, 4 widowed respondents, and 45 separated
respondents.

In a sub-question, married respondents were

asked how many spouses they had (1, 2, 3, or four) and the
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results showed 427 had 1 spouse, 102 had 2 spouses, 10 had 3
spouses, and none had 4.

Another subquestion asked how many

children were in the home and the researcher grouped the
responses into 3 categories: low (0-2 children), medium (3-5
children), and high (6 or more). The results showed 88 in
the low range, 413 in the medium, and 38 in the high range.
A similarly phrased sub-question asked about children living
outside the home and offered the same options with the
results of 399 in the low range, 73 in the medium range, and
67 in the high range.

Respondents were also asked about

dependents other than children and the options offered were
the same; 502 respondents had a low number of dependents
other than children, 29 had a medium number, and 8 had a
high number.

As for dependents outside the home, 511 had a

high number, 23 had a medium number, and 4 a high number.
In summary, the majority of respondents were married with
one wife, 3-6 children, and no other dependents inside or
outside the home.

For purposes of analysis, respondents

were divided simply into two categories: married and single.
The vast majority of the randomly selected respondents (93%)
were married.

This may be taken as evidence of the strong

social pressure to marry that continues to exist in Saudi
society and is a further indication that traditional values
persist.

(See Table 8.)
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Table 8
Marital Status

Value

Frequency

Percent

1.00

7

7.0

2.00

93

93 .0

100

100 .0

Total

Number of Domestic Employees
Question six was relevant to both of the above
variables (income and domestic situation) in that it asked
the number of domestic employees each respondent employed.
457 respondents had a low number (0-2), 66 had a medium
number (3-5), and 16 had a high number (6 or more). This
suggested that, regardless of income or family size, most of
the respondents had a low number of domestic employees.
When, for purposes of easing the data analysis process, the
sample was narrowed to 100 randomly selected respondents,
29% were shown to have no domestic employees, 35% were shown
to have one domestic employee, 34% were shown to have two
domestic employees, and 2% were shown to have three or more
domestic employees.

This shows a division of Saudi society

into three levels, each equaling about one-third of the
total.

(See Table 9.)
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Table 9
Number of Domestic Employees

Value

Frequency

Percent

.00

29

29 .0

1.00

35

35.0

2.00

34

34 .0

3.00

2

2.0

100

100 .0

Total

Tribal Affiliation
The independent variable of tribal affiliation was
tested through a yes/no question (Question 7) which revealed
that 477 respondents (more than 88%) were members of a major
tribe and 62 were not.
major tribes was very

This suggested that affiliation with
common among

100 randomly selectedrespondents,
with a tribe and only

therespondents.

Of the

97% had an affiliation

3% did not. This shows that Saudi

society remains very much a tribal society.

This supports

the analysis of the society that emerges from the review of
the literature, particularly from the comments by Winder
(1965) and Shamekha (1975).

(See Table 10.)
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Table 10

Tribal Affiliation Status

Value

Frequency

Percent

1.00

97

97.0

2 .00

3

3.0

100

100.0

Total

The region of origin variable was tested through
Question 8 and showed that 210 were from the northern
region, 125 were from the east region, 84 were from the
south region, and 120 were from the west region.

This

indicated that more respondents were from the north than any
other region but otherwise there was a relatively equal
distribution among the respondents as regards of origin.
To summarize the independent variables, the typical
respondent had medium level of education, a low or medium
level of income, one spouse and 4-5 children but few other
dependents or domestic employees, was affiliated with a
major tribe, and was somewhat more likely to be from the
north than any other region.
Level of Significance
The researcher formulated 39 items relevant to the
dependent variables and independent variables concerning
telephone usage.

After obtaining the results, the
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researcher decided to analyze only the data resulting from
23 items out of 39 because these questions seemed most
important to the original objectives of the researcher.
According to Kvanli, Guynes, and Pavur (1986), it appeared
that a significant relationship exists between the variables
is r > critical value.

In this case critical value equals

.1946 when N = 100 at the .05 level of significance.

The

researcher was guided by Wynne (1982) as previously quoted
in using the .05 level of significance.
From the original 539 completed surveys, 100 were
randomly selected by taking every fifth set of responses
until the figure of 100 was reached.

This gave the

researcher a more manageable amount of data with which to
work.

Using these 100 sets of responses, the independent

variables were run against the dependent variables using the
coefficient correlation test.

The researcher used the

SPSS/PC+ Studentware Plus (Norusis, 1991) for setting up and
analyzing the data.

It was found that income, education,

number of domestic employees were the variables that had the
highest correlation with the independent variables.

It was

found that tribal affiliation had a minor level of
correlation with the independent variables.

Marital status

was found to have a barely significant correlation with the
independent variables.

According to Gay (1992):

Correlational research attempts to determine
whether, and to what degree, a relationship exists
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between two or more quantifiable variables.
15)

(p.

According to Huck, Cormier, and Bounds (1974):
The two most common correlation techniques are the
Pearson product-moment correlation and Spearman's
rho. The Pearson correlation coefficient is a
parametric technique using continuous data, such
as height and weight.
(p. 31)
Question 10 asked how many telephone lines were in the
respondent's home.
line.

Five hundred and twelve had only one

Twenty-seven had a medium number of lines (2-4), and

none had a high number (5 or more).

Clearly, most

respondents (nearly 95%) had only one telephone.
The number of telephone lines was found to have the
highest level of correlation with the independent variable
"number of domestic employees," yielding a coefficient of r
= .2548.

The next highest correlation of number of

telephone lines was with the independent variable "level of
education," which yielded a coefficient of £ = .2001.

The

third highest correlation was with "level of income," which
yielded a coefficient of r = .1403.

The correlation of

number of telephone lines with tribal affiliation and
marital status yielded negative coefficients.
Question 12 asked how many times in the past 6 months
any member of the household had used the phone to summon
emergency services.

In 496 cases, this had happened a low

(0-1) number of times, in 33 cases a medium number of times
(2-4), and in 10 cases a high number of times (5 or more).
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This suggests that the number of household emergencies
requiring the use of the telephone to summon assistance is
generally very low.
It was found that the higher a respondent's level of
education, the more likely he was to use the telephone to
summon emergency services, as there was a coefficient
correlation of r = .8914 between this dependent and
independent variable. The use of the telephone to summon
emergency services also varied significantly according to
number of household employees and income level, as there
were coefficient correlations of £ = .8365 and r = .7502
respectively between this independent variable and these two
dependent variables.

The correlations of this independent

variable with marital status and tribal affiliation were r =
.0323 and £ = .0161 respectively.
Question 14 asked how many long distance calls were
made each month.

3 respondents made a low number (0-2) of

long distance calls, 11 made a medium (3-5) number of long
distance, and 525 made a high number (6 or more). This
suggests that most respondents used the telephone for long
distance calls on a regular basis.
Income level was the most significant factor in
determining how often a respondent's household members made
long distance each month, with a coefficient correlation of
£ = .9078.

The relationships between long distance use and
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number of domestic employees and education level were
significant and approximately equal, with coefficient
correlations of r = .7423 and r = .7270 respectively.

Long

distance use did not vary significantly according to marital
status or tribal affiliation, as there were coefficient
correlations of r = .1035 and r = .0814 with these two
independent variables respectively.
Question 15 asked how many calls were made each month
to family members and the options offered were low (0-4),
medium (5-8), and high (9 or more). The results were: 0
low, 52 medium, and 478 high.

This suggests that the

respondents used the phone often to keep in touch with
family members.
Use of the telephone to make local calls varied greatly
according to income level, with a coefficient correlation of
r = .8157 between these two variables.

Again the variation

in number of local telephone calls varied about equally with
the independent variables

"number of domestic employees"

and level of education, with coefficient correlations of r =
.6538 and r = .6364 respectively.

The coefficient

correlation between number of local calls and marital status
was r = .1066.

There was a coefficient correlation between

number of local calls and tribal affiliation was r = .0777.
Question 16 asked about the number of calls made to
friends and offered a similar range of low, medium, and high
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options.

The results were: low 0, medium 8, and high 531.

This suggests that the telephone is important in maintaining
friendship ties.
The use of the telephone to call friends had an
approximately equal correlation with the three independent
variables of number of employees, income level, and
education level; the coefficient correlations for these
three independent variables were r = .4722, r = .4509 and r
= .4222 respectively.

The coefficient correlation between

use of the telephone to call friends and tribal affiliation
was r = .0825.

There was a negative correlation between use

of the telephone and marital status.
Question 17 asked about the number of local calls made
for business purposes and offered the same three responses.
107 respondents made 4 or less local business calls, 121
made 5-8 local business calls, and 311 made 10 or more.
This suggests a wide variation in the use of home telephones
for business purposes leaning towards heavy usage.
Income level had the highest correlation with the
number local calls made, yielding a coefficient correlation
of r = .4614.

Number of employees had the next highest

correlation, yielding a coefficient correlation of r =
.4330.

Education level had the next highest correlation,

yielding a coefficient correlation of r = .3773.
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Question 18 asked how many long distance calls were
made from the respondent's household to family members per
month.

Six respondents made 4 or less such calls (none made

less than 3), 82 made 5-8 such calls, and 451 made 9 or more
such calls (373 made more than 10).

This shows that the

telephone is used regularly to keep in touch with family
members in Saudi Arabia.
The coefficient correlation between number of employees
and number of long distance calls made per month was r =
.3995.

The coefficient correlation between education level

and number of long distance calls made per month was r =
.3587.

The coefficient correlation between income level and

number of long distance calls made per month was r = .3500.
Question 19 asked how many long distance calls were
made to friends each month from the respondent's household.
19 respondents made four such calls (none made less than
four), 311 made 5-8 such calls, and 209 made 9 or more such
calls (281 made more than 10).

This shows the telephone is

used to stay in touch with friends in Saudi Arabia, but,
comparing the results of this question with those of the
previous question, not as often as it is used to stay in
touch with family members.
The independent variable that had the highest
coefficient correlation with number of long distance calls
made to friends was number of domestic employees, which had
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a coefficient correlation of £ = .4632.

Education level had

a coefficient correlation of i = .4404 with number of long
distance calls made to friends.

Income level had a

coefficient correlation of £ = .4050 with number of long
distance calls made to friends.
- Question 20 asked about the number of long distance
business calls made per month from the respondent's
household.

Twenty-two respondents made 4 or less long

distance business calls per month, 236 made 5-8 such calls,
and 281 made 9 or more such calls (207 made more than 10).
This shows regular use of the telephone to conduct long
distance business, but, again, less use than for purposes of
maintaining family ties.
Number of employees had a coefficient correlation with
number of long distance business calls of £ = .4339.
Education level had a coefficient correlation with number of
long distance business calls of £ = .4404.

Income level had

a coefficient correlation with number of long distance
business calls of £ = .4050.
Question 22 asked about international calls to family
members.

299 respondents made a low (0-4) number of such

calls per month, 135 made a medium number (5-8), and 105
made a high number (9 or more). This shows a rather modest
use of the telephone to contact family members outside the
country.
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Number of employees had a coefficient correlation of r
= .3897 with international calls made to family members.
Education level had a coefficient correlation of £ = .4238
with international calls made to family members.

Income

level had a coefficient correlation of r.= 3532 with
international calls made to family members.
Question 23 asked "How many international calls do you
make from your household each month to friends?"

499

respondents made 4 or less such calls, 35 made 5-8 such
calls, and 5 made ten or more.

Again, this shows a minimal

use of the telephone for this purpose.
Number of employees had a coefficient correlation of r
= .3984 with international calls made to friends.

Education

level had a coefficient correlation of r = .3597 with
international calls made to friends.

Income level had a

coefficient correlation of r = .2887 with international
calls made to friends.
Question 24 concerned use the home telephone for
international business calls.

Two hundred and eighty-two

respondents made 4 or less such calls, 126 made 5-8 such
calls, and 131 made 9 or more such calls per month.
Comparing these results with those from questions 22 and 24
suggests that international calls are made about as often
for business as for family purposes.
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Number of domestic employees was the independent
variable with the highest correlation with the dependent
variable of number of long distance business called made;
the coefficient correlation was £ = .3236.

The coefficient

correlation between education level and number of long
distance business calls was r = .2607.

The coefficient

correlation between income level and number of long distance
business calls was r = .2092.
Question 25 asked how often the phone was used to make
travel arrangements in the past 6 months.

342 respondents

used the phone for such purposes 4 or less times, 74
respondents 5-8 times, and 123 9 or more times.

This

suggests that the telephone use to make travel arrangements
is fairly common.
The coefficient correlation between number of domestic
employees and frequency of telephone use to make travel
arrangements was r = .2614.

The coefficient correlation

between tribal affiliation and frequency of telephone use to
make travel arrangements was r = .2016.

The coefficient

correlation between education level and frequency of
telephone use to make travel arrangements was r = .1995.
This is the only case in which the independent variable of
tribal affiliation had a higher coefficient correlation than
education level and income.

This is understandable in that

it suggests that those who have an affiliation with a major
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tribe travel more often than those who do not have such an
affiliation, suggesting in turn that tribal affiliation is
an important part of Saudi culture. This supports the
hypotheses that telephone use is important both in
maintaining family ties and in travel.

97 percent of the

respondents had an affiliation with a major tribe.
Question 27 asked "In the past 6 months, how many times
have you been saved from making a trip for business reasons
by using the telephone?"

Four respondents answered that

they had done this a low (4 or less) number of times, 31 a
medium (5-8) number of times, and 504 a high (nine or more)
number of times.

This would indicate that the respondents

find the telephone very useful in business matters.
Number of domestic employees and use of the telephone
to avoid making business trips had a coefficient correlation
of x = .1990.

Education level and use of the telephone to

avoid making business trips had a coefficient correlation of
X = .1506.

Income level and use of the telephone to avoid

making business trips had a coefficient correlation of x =
.1154.
Question 28 asked for a response to the statement "The
telephone makes it easier to maintain family ties."

Two

hundred ninety-six respondents chose the response "Strongly
agree," 170 the response "Agree," 73 the response
"Disagree," 1 the response "Disagree," and 2 "No opinion."
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This would indicate a broad appreciation of the use of the
telephone in maintaining family ties.
Education level and appreciation of the usefulness of
the telephone in maintaining family ties had a coefficient
correlation of £ = .0373.

Marital status and appreciation

of the usefulness in maintaining family ties had a
coefficient correlation of £ = .0182.

The coefficient

correlation between number of domestic employees and
appreciation of the usefulness of the telephone in
maintaining family ties had a coefficient correlation of
.0105.
Question 29 asked for a response to the statement "The
telephone makes it easier to maintain friendship ties."
Seventy-eight respondents strongly agreed, 379 agreed, 17
disagreed, 24 strongly disagreed, and 41 had no opinion.
This indicated that the telephone is appreciated as a tool
for maintaining friendship ties, but this appreciation is
not as great as that for the usefulness of the telephone in
maintaining friendship ties.
Marital status and appreciation of the usefulness of
the telephone in maintaining friendship ties had a
coefficient correlation of £ = .1564.

Number of domestic

employees and appreciation of the usefulness of the
telephone in maintaining friendship ties had a coefficient
correlation of £ = .0320.

This item and the previous are
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two of three cases in which marital status had high enough
of a coefficient correlation to be reported.

The other case

was in the matter of the use of the highway telephone to
report emergencies (see Question 33 below).

The researcher

suggests that this is because single people tend to lead
more insular lives than married people and do not place as
much importance on family and friendship ties or travel the
highway system for the purpose of visiting family and
friends as married people do.
Question 30 asked for a response to the statement "The
telephone makes it easier to conduct business."

Five

hundred three respondents strongly agreed, 19 agreed, 7
disagreed, none strongly disagreed, and 10 had no opinion.
This indicated a great appreciation of the telephone as a
tool for conducting business and, comparing these results
with those of the 2 previous question, indicated that
usefulness of the telephone was even more highly recognized
in business matters than in family and friendship matters.
This is true, despite the fact that the data from questions
14 through 20 indicated that more telephone calls are made
for family and friendship matters than for business matters.
No independent variable had a positive coefficient
correlation with this independent variable.
Question 31 asked "How many times a week do you take
the bus?"

All 539 respondents chose the low (4 times or
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less) response indicating little use of this form of public
transit among the respondents.

(Incidentally, this, of

course, implies a great use of automobiles in Saudi Arabia,
and, as there are no automobile manufacturing plants in the
country, further implies a great demand for imported
automobiles.)
Question 33 asked "How many times in the past year have
you used the telephone system along the highway for
emergencies?"

Two hundred and twenty-two respondents

reported 4 or less such uses of the telephone, 76 indicated
5 to 8 such uses, and 241 indicated 9 or more such uses.
This suggested to the researcher that respondents who travel
the highways frequently make frequent use of the emergency
telephone system.

The researcher wishes that there had been

a companion question asking about the frequency of highway
travel.
Marital status and use of the emergency highway
telephone system had a coefficient correlation of r = .1654.
Number of domestic employees and use of the emergency
highway telephone system had a coefficient correlation of r
= .1102.

Tribal affiliation and use of the emergency

highway telephone system had a coefficient correlation of £
= .0664.

This was the highest coefficient correlation for

marital status and any dependent variable and also one of
three cases in which the coefficient correlation of marital
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status and a dependent variable were worth reporting.

It is

also one of two cases in which the independent variable of
tribal affiliation had a reportable coefficient correlation
with any dependent variable.

The researcher suggests that

this is because married people and people with tribal
affiliations travel on the highways more frequently than
single people and those with no tribal affiliation.
Question 36 asked "When you are planning to visit a
local friend, how far in advance do you call to announce
your arrival?"

Forty-seven respondents answered "One week",

66 answered "One day," 303 answered "One hour," and 123
answered "No call."

This indicates that the telephone is

often used for this purpose, usually s short period of time
before the event.

The fact that 426 respondents said "One

hour" or "No call" suggests that the cultural tradition of
spontaneity in social visits has not been changed despite
the introduction of the telephone into Saudi life.
Question 38 asked "If you have a pager, how many times
do you get paged per week?"

Two respondents chose the low

(4 or less) range of responses, 93 the medium (5-8) range,
and 444 chose the high (9 or more) range of responses.

This

indicates that owners of pagers make frequent use of the
devices.
Question 39 asked respondents to characterize the phone
service where they lived.

Four hundred and seventy-seven
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characterized it as "Excellent," 37 as "Good," 22 as "Fair,"
3 as "Poor," and none as "Very poor."

This indicates a high

level of satisfaction with phone service.
Chi-Square Test
A second 100 sets of responses were randomly selected
and analyzed using the chi-square test.

In the use of the

chi-square test, an item is considered valid if the chi
square value is greater than the appropriate value found in
the chi-square table, allowing for the degree of freedom.
It was found that, according to the chi-square test, all
items were valid, with the exception of an item (number 30)
which asked respondents to agree or disagree with the
statement that the telephone made it easier to conduct
business.

There is no difference between the results of the

chi-square test and the correlation test; thus the four
hypotheses were supported.
1.

(See Table 11.)

Telephone technology has had an effect on

interactions between family members separated by great
distances in Saudi Arabia.
2.

Telephone technology effected on the manner of

conducting business is conducted in Saudi Arabia by
decreasing the importance of face-to-face contacts.
3.

Telephone technology has had an effect on the

transportation system and its use in Saudi Arabia.
4.

Saudi society has adapted to telephone technology.
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Table 11
Chi-Square
Subject of item

chisquare

&£.

Appro
priate
value

X2

Level of education

23 .36

3

7.82

Number of domestic employees

57.68

2

5.99

9.26

2

5.99

Marital status

73 .96

1

3 .84

Tribal affiliation status

88 .36

1

3.84

Number of telephone lines

188.18

2

5.99

Use of telephone in emergencies

47 .42

2

5.99

Monthly long distance calls

11.54

2

5.99

Local calls to family members

43 .56

1

3.84

Local calls to friends

64 .00

1

3.84

Local business calls

77 .44

1

3.84

Long distance calls to family

84 .64

1

3.84

Long distance calls to friends

77.44

1

3.84

Long distance business calls

92 .16

1

3.84

International calls to family

51.84

1

3.84

International calls to friends

65 .84

2

5.99

International business calls

12 .74

2

5.99

.36

1

3.84

Business trips saved

31.36

1

3.84

Telephone useful re family ties

81.00

1

3.84

Telephone useful re friendship

70 .56

1

3.84

Telephone useful re business

00.00

0

0.00

Highway emergency use

10 .16

2

5.99

Level of income

Trips to visit family saved
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The researcher, an employee of Saudi Telecom for over
20 years, was originally motivated to begin this project by
a desire to learn what effect telephone technology has had
on Saudi Arabian culture.

Saudi Arabians are a generally

conservative people who do not easily accept changes,
especially when the change comes from a source outside their
own culture.

There has been speculation that the

introduction of the telephone into Saudi culture would have
a negative impact on revered aspects of that culture such as
family ties and personal interactions.

Family ties and

personal interactions still remain important aspects of the
culture and the telephone has served as valuable tool in
maintaining these cultural phenomena.

Having completed the

project, the researcher offers the following summary,
conclusions, and recommendations.
Summary of the Findings
There was found to be a significant correlation between
income level and the use of telephone.

It was found that

the more affluent a Saudi family, the more they use the
telephone.

Not only do more affluent Saudis make more

telephone calls, but they also use the telephone for a wider
range of interpersonal and business transactions than do
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less affluent Saudis.

It was also evident that the presence

of a telephone in the home has not altered the basically
male-dominated structure of the Saudi household.

On the few

occasions when a woman answered the phone, she did not
engage the researcher in conversation, but rather she took
only a very brief message.

It was further found that

telephone use has not replaced face-to-face contacts between
Saudis or significantly altered the Saudi tradition of
spontaneous visitation.
Life in Saudi Arabia has changed considerably in the
past few decades.

The majority of Saudis today are urban

dwellers, a dramatic change from the traditional nomadic
life of the past.

There has also developed in the Saudi

people a new receptivity to some aspects of other cultures,
especially the technology developed in the West.
Telecommunications technology has been particularly welcomed
by the Saudis and the government of the Kingdom has opened
the door wide to welcome communications innovations from the
West.

From 1970 to 1990, the Saudi government invested more

than 58 billion Riyals (more than $17 billion) importing
telecommunications technology.

Comparing this expenditure

to population figures previously cited, this has amounted to
more than $1000 per each Saudi citizen.

One would expect

that such a massive effort would have considerable impact on
the lives of Saudi citizens, including the social customs
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and traditions followed in daily life.

The present

research, however, indicates that there has not been a basic
change in the values of the people, but rather the change
has occurred in the form of adapting the everyday
application of traditional values to take into account the
availability of the new telecommunications technology.

This

tends to support hypothesis four, which said, "Saudi society
has adapted to telephone technology."
Saudis have a tradition of spontaneous visitation; that
is, a Saudi will often drop in on a friend or family member
without having previously announced his intention to make a
visit a day, week, or month in advance.

This was very

understandable in the days when there were no mail service,
courier system, or telecommunications system in Saudi
Arabia.

The introduction of the telephone has made it

possible to call ahead and make plans for interactions with
friends and family well in advance; however, for the most
part, this has not happened.

Most Saudis, according to the

data gathered in this research, use the telephone to
announce their intention to make a visit only an hour or a
day before the planned visit, if they make such a call at
all.

The tendency to use the telephone for this purpose

increases with a Saudi's degree of affluence.

This suggests

to the researcher that the more affluent a person is, the
more valuable time he considers his time and he therefore
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avoids wasting a trip by using the telephone to make certain
that the intended recipient of a visit will be at home.
This suggests to the researcher that the basically
spontaneous nature of Saudi social and family visitation has
not been changed by the telephone.

This tends to support

hypothesis number four, which said, "Saudi society has
adapted to telephone technology."
Comparing the frequency of the use of the telephone to
announce a visit to a friend or family member with the
frequency of all calls made to friends and family members,
the researcher concludes that a telephone call is seldom
made in place of a face-to-face visit.

This suggests to the

researcher that personal, face-to-face interaction remains
very important in Saudi culture and that this importance has
not been diminished by the introduction of the telephone
into Saudi society.

However, the frequency of the use of

the telephone to contact family members does suggest that
telephone technology has been incorporated into the way that
Saudis maintain family ties.

Therefore, this tends to

support hypothesis number one, which said, "Telephone
technology has had an effect on interactions between family
members separated by great distances in Saudi Arabia."
Conclusions
The conclusions reached by the researcher are stated as
follows:
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1.

Saudi consumers frequently purchase imported goods

but the purchases are made from fellow Saudis and not from
distributors outside the country.
The researcher expected that, because so many goods are
imported into Saudi Arabia, there might be a common use of
the telephone to make international business calls.
However, the data revealed that seldom is the phone used for
the purpose of making international business calls and that
what use of the telephone there is for this purpose is
mainly confined to the upper class.

The researcher

concludes, therefore, that, although the average middleclass Saudi consumer frequently purchases goods that
originate from outside the country, he seldom does so in a
direct fashion.

The typical middle-class Saudi seems to

rely upon others to desired import goods and then buy those
goods from the importer.

However, the survey revealed that

the telephone is frequently used by Saudis to discuss
business matters.

Therefore, hypothesis number two, which

said, "Telephone technology has impacted the way business is
conducted in Saudi Arabia by decreasing the importance of
face-to-face contacts" was supported.
2.

Saudis do not engage freely in conversations with

strangers more easily over the telephone than they do in
person.
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The researcher discovered in the course of making the
telephone survey that he had to present himself very
convincingly as a legitimate researcher in order to gain the
confidence of the respondent.

This suggested to the

researcher that Saudi society has remained rather closed in
that Saudis do not freely engage in telephone conversations
with persons they do not know.

This is an adaptation of

traditional Saudi values to the new telephone technology
and, therefore, supports hypothesis number four, which
said,"Saudi society has adapted to telephone technology."
It also may be seen as supportive of hypothesis number two,
which stated, "Telephone technology has had an effect on the
way business is conducted in Saudi Arabia by decreasing the
importance of face-to-face contacts."
3.

Saudis affluent enough to own telephones do not

make much use of public transportation but do frequently use
the emergency telephone system when traveling long distances
by automobile.
Comparing the low use of the telephone to check bus and
other public transportation schedules with the high use of
the highway emergency telephone system, the researcher
concluded that Saudis affluent enough to have telephones
generally make very little use of public transportation,
preferring instead to travel by private automobile, even
over great distances.

Because of the vast distances between
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cities in Saudi Arabia, highway travel is often a matter of
traveling for hours without stopping.

This is also a

contributing factor in the frequent use of the highway
telephone emergency system.

This frequent use of the

highway telephone emergency system tends to support
hypothesis number three, which stated, "Telephone technology
has had an effect on the transportation system an its use in
Saudi Arabia."
4.

The Saudi tradition of male dominance has not been

altered by the presence of a telephone in the home.
The researcher also noticed when conducting the
telephone survey portion of the study, that the telephone
was invariably answered by a male, either the head of the
household or another male family member.

Female family

members or servants very rarely answered the telephone.
This suggests to the researcher that the Saudi tradition of
male dominance has not been altered by the introduction of
the telephone into Saudi society.

It does, however,

represent an adaptation of Saudi society to telephone
technology and, therefore, supports hypothesis number four,
which said, "Saudi society has adapted to telephone
technology."
Recommendat ions
As a result of the analysis of the data, reviewing the
findings, and reaching the conclusions, the researcher
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presents the following recommendations for further
consideration:
1.

There is a great potential for expanding the

telephone system in Saudi Arabia.

Privatization of the

telephone system would lead to an expansion of the system.
The researcher discovered that, comparing the number of
telephone lines in Saudi Arabia with the Saudi population,
there are eleven telephones per 100 people.

The telephone

system in Saudi Arabia is a government-operated concern, not
a private enterprise and, therefore, telephones become
available to people at a pace determined by the resources of
the government and not according to demand.

Saudi Arabians,

with a per capita Gross Domestic Product of $10,338 (in U.S.
dollars) in 1992 (Metz, 1993), are an affluent people who
would well be able to afford telephone service if it were
available from a private source. A private company,
motivated by a desire for profit, would be more inclined
than the government to expand the telephone system so that
ownership of a telephone would become a more common thing is
Saudi Arabia.

The researcher suggests that privatization of

the telephone system in Saudi Arabia would lead to a much
greater availability of telephones.
2.

Saudis who own telephones are very satisfied with

the service they receive and this high level of customer
satisfaction should be encouraging to any private enterprise
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interested in meeting the Saudi demand for telephone
service.
The researcher was impressed by the high level of
satisfaction with the telephone service voiced by the
respondents to the survey, the vast majority of respondents
having rated telephone service as "excellent."

This

suggests to the researcher that those Saudis who have
telephones are very pleased with them, and their service,
and the researcher speculates that this level of
satisfaction would not diminish if the number of telephone
lines were increased.

The researcher suggests that these

figures should provide a meaningful incentive to any
perspective private developer of telephone service.
3.

American companies, especially AT&T, should be

especially interested in the Saudi Arabian market because of
the close ties between the two countries and because of
previous successful joint ventures.

Also, the Saudi

government should resolve to deal only with well-established
companies.
The researcher suggests that American
telecommunications companies might well develop a greater
interest in Saudi Arabia.

AT&T has already established a

solid relationship with the Kingdom.

Were other American

companies to become interested in developing a privatized
telephone service in Saudi Arabia, they would find
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themselves in a friendly environment, as indicated by
Corcoran (1981) :
. . . it must be admitted that the United States
has since the 1930s developed a special
relationship with the Kingdom that no other
country has yet been able to duplicate. Like most
developing countries, the Kingdom has been
besieged by Western culture, but fortified by
Islam, the country's distinctive cultural heritage
remains largely intact.
(p. 1)
The researcher, in view of the history of the
development of telecommunication, further recommends Saudi
Telecom make it a policy to deal exclusively with
established companies, such as AT&T, that will be able to
provide continuing service and technology transfer into the
future.

From the researcher's personal experience as a

telecommunications engineer, failure to deal with
established firms has resulted in incidents where
maintenance and replacement components were not available
from the original manufacturers; the result of this has been
costly delays in restoring service to customers.
4.

Any future survey of telephone usage in Saudi

Arabia should include questions concerning the use of
telephone lines to transmit faxes, E-mail, and other non
vocal communications.
The present research did not take into account use of
telephone lines for fax transmissions, E-mail, and other
computer-generated communications.

The researcher

recommends that further research on this or related topics
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take these areas into account, especially considering the
increasing use of fax machines.

Any similar survey done in

the future should include questions concerning the
respondents' use of telephone lines for other than spoken
communication.
5.

The ability of Saudi Arabia to purchase technology

should be considered when evaluating the position of the
country in world affairs.
Students of world affairs have divided the nations of
the world according to various models, such as the classic
First, Second, and Third World model, or the bilateral
division of Developed and Underdeveloped (or Developing)
nations.

A more recent division, which does not strictly

follow physical geography, is the division of the world into
North and South.

All of these forms of categorization

essentially divide the world into "Haves" and "Have-nots."
Rather than following any of the above three models of
division, a more sensible world view should divide nations
into those who possess technology and those who do not.
There are essentially two ways in which a nation can acquire
technology: it can develop indigenous technology or it can
buy technology from the outside, just as a person can
nourish himself with food grown in his own garden or he can
go a store and buy food.

The important thing is that an
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individual is either well-fed or starving; where the food
came from is not important.
According to the first three methods of categorizing
the nations of the world, Saudi Arabia could variously be
described as a Third World nation, an Underdeveloped (or
Developing) nation, or a Southern nation; in other words,
Saudi Arabia would be considered a "Have-not" nation.
However, under the fourth system of categorization, Saudi
Arabia is a nation which possesses technology, even though
the technology has largely been purchased from outside; in
this view, Saudi Arabia is considered a "Have" nation.

This

distinction is not merely a matter of raising the self
esteem of Saudis by giving them a more positive label;
rather, it is a critical point that needs to be considered
by the Saudis themselves and by those nations and
multinational corporations that seek to do business with the
Kingdom.
One important practical application of the view of
Saudi Arabia as "Have" nation is that the Saudis are
customers for the best technology available from the most
reliable sources, sources that may be expected to provide
dependable maintenance and support for their products and
that may be expected to make the latest improvements and
innovations available.
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6.

Future Saudi population growth needs to be

considered in the process of making decisions concerning
telephone technology.
The growth of the Saudi population may naturally be
expected to increase the demand for telephone service.

Both

the government of the Kingdom and private corporations
should take this population growth and rising demand into
account when planning for the future of telecommunications
in Saudi Arabia.
Summary
In summary, as a result of analyzing the data from the
survey and as a result of reviewing the literature, the
researcher has gained a new appreciation of the durability
and adaptability of Saudi culture.

Traditional Saudi values

endure with regard to family ties, family structure, and the
importance of face-to-face contacts.

Saudi citizens, led by

the example of the government of the Kingdom, have embraced
the new telephone technology and adapted it to their
traditional values.

The introduction of telephone

technology has not been a disruptive influence, but rather a
modern enhancement which has added speed, convenience and
efficiency to the life of Saudis.

Studies comparing how

other non-Western cultures have been impacted by telephone
technology with how the Saudis have adapted to the
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technology might reveal a uniqueness to the Saudi
experience.
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October 19, 1993
Khalid Otibi
1414 W. 30th St.
Cedar Falls, IA 50613
Dear Khalid Otibi:
Your project, "The Affect of the Telephone on Saudi Society", which you
submitted for human subjects review on October 18, 1993 has been determined
to be exempt from further review under the guidelines stated in the UNI
Human Subjects Handbook. You may commence participation of human research
subjects in your project.
Your project need not be submitted for continuing review unless you alter
it in a way that increases the risk to the participants. If you make any
such changes in your project, you should notify the Graduate College
Office.
If you decide to seek federal funds for this project, it would be wise not
to claim exemption from human subjects review on your application. Should
the agency to which you submit the application decide that your project is
not exempt from review, you might not be able to submit the project for
review by the UNI Institutional Review Board within the federal agency’s
time limit (30 days after application). As a precaution against
applicants’ being caught in such a time bind, the Board will review any
projects for which federal funds are sought. If you do seek federal funds
for this project, please submit the project for human subjects review no
later than the time you submit your funding application.
If you have any further questions about the Human Subjects Review System,
please contact me. Best wishes for your project.
Sincerely,

Norris M. Durham, Ph.D.
Chair, Institutional Review Board
cc:

Dr. David A. Walker, Associate Dean
Dr. John Fecik
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Number 1305 c.t.
Date 23 February 1994

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Ministry of P.T.T.
Training Department

Dear Director of Saudi Arabian Mission, United States:

Referring to your letter, number 3-870 dated 1-7-1414, concerning
student Khalid Otibi going on a field trip to Saudi Arabia, to collect his data
and materials for his dissertation.
We are happy to inform you that Mr. Otibi has obtained the data he needs,
and has visited the sites necessary for his research. Mr. Otibi arrived to
Saudi Arabia on 16-6-1414, and will be leaving Saudi Arabia on 14-91414.
Sincerely,
Director of Training Department

Faisal Salleh Al-Husseini
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Telephone Osage Questionnaire

Please check appropriate space after each question.

Doognphics
1.

Mhat is jour highest level of acadeaic achievement?
I
0 _ i _ 2 _ 3 _ 4 _ 5 _ 6 _ 7 _ 8 _ 9 _ 1 0 _ 11_ 1 2 _ 1 3 _ U _ 15 _ U L 1? _ 1 8 _ 19__
20_

2.

Rhat is jour jearlj incase?
Less than $20,000 _ $20,000 to $23,000 _
$30,000 to $39,000 _ $40,000 to $49,000 _
$50,000 or sore _

3.

Rhat is jour aarital status?
Single _ Harried _ Hidoied _ Separated _
a.

If aarried, hoi nanj spouses do jou have?
1 _ 2_ 3_ 4_

b.

Hon aanj children do jou have living in jour hoae?
Q_ 1_ 2_ 3_

c.

Ho* nanj children do jou have that do not live with jou?
0_ 1_ 2_ 3_

4.

4 _ 5 _ 6 _ nore than 6 _

Hov nanj dependents, other than fives or children, do jou have living with jou?
0_1_

5.

4 _ 5 _ 6 _ nore than 6 _

2 _ 3 _ 4 _ 5 6 wore than_ 6_

Ho* nanj dependents, other than lives or children, do jou have iho do not live with jou?
0__ 1 _ 2 _ 3 _ 4 _ 5 _ 6 _ nore than 6 _
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{.

Hov nany doaestic eaployees do you have?
fl_ 1 _ 2 _ 3 _ 4 _ 5 _ 6 _ nore than 6 _

7.

ire you a sober of a major tribe?
les

S.

Ho_

Hhat region of the country were you born in?
Korth

9.

East

South

West_

in that region of the country do you currently reside?
Horth

East

South_ Hest_

Telephone Usage

10.

Hov m y telephone lines do you hare in your hone?
v

**

0 _ 1 _ 2 _ 3 _ 4 _ 5 _ 6 _ nore than 6 _
11.

Hov m y telephones do you hare in your hoae?
0 _ 1 _ 2 _ 3 _ 4 _ 5 _ 6 _ nore than 6 _

12.

Hov aany

in the past S souths hare you or any neater of your household used the telephone to

call for energency services (fire, police, health care)?
0 _ 1 _ 2 _ 3 _ 4 _ 5 S more than_6_
13.

Hov m y long distance calls do estimate that you personally nakeevery month onthe average?
0 _ 1 _ 2 _ 3 _ 4 _ 5 _ 6 _ nore than 6 _

14.

Hov m y long distance calls do you estimate that othersobers of your householdsake every month
on the average?
0 _ 1 _ 2 _ 3 _ 4 _ 5 _ 6 _ nore than 6 _
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15.

Bov nany local phone calls are cade each month to family members?
0_ 1_ 2_ 3_

16.

4 _ 5 _ 6 _ 7 _ 8 _ 9 _ lfl_ more than 1 0 _

Bov nany local calls are made from your household each month to friends?
fl_ 1 _ 2 _ 3 _

17.

4 _ 5__ 6 _ 7 _ 8 _ 9 _ lfl_ more than 10 _

Bos nany local calls are made from your household for business purposes?
<L 1_ 2_

18.

5 _ 6 _ 7 _ 8 _ 9 _ 1 0 _ more than 1 0_

Bos nany long distance calls from your household are made each month to family members?
0_ 1_ 2_ 3_

19.

4 _ 5 _ 6 _ 7 _ 8 _ 9 _ 1 0 _ more than 1 0_

Bos nany long distance calls from your household are nade each month to friends?
0 _ 1 _ 2_ 3_

20.

4 _ 5 _ 6 _ 7 _ 8 _ 9 _ 1 0 _ more than 1 0_

Bos nany long distance calls from your household are nade each month for business purposes?
Q_ 1_ 2_ 3_

21.

4 _ 5 _ 6 _ 7 _ 8 _ 9 _ 1 0 _ more than 10 _

Bos nany international calls do you nake from your household each month?
0 _ 1 _ 2_ 3_

22.

Bos nany international calls do you nake fron your household each month to family members?
0_ 1_ 2_ 3_

23.

4 _ 5 _ 6 _ 7 _ 8 _ 9 _ lfl_ more than 10_

Bos nany international calls do you nake fron your household each month for business purposes?
0_ 1_ 2_ 3_

25.

4 _ 5 _ 6 _ 7 _ 8 _ 9 _ lfl_ more than 1 0_

Bos nany international calls do you nake from your household each month to friends?
fl_ 1 _ 2 _ 3 _

24.

4 _ 5 _ 6 _ 7 _ 8 _ 9 _ 1 0_ more than 10 _

4 _ 5 _ 6 _ 7 _ 8 _ 9 _ 1 0_ more than 10 _

In the past 6 months, hos nany times have you been saved fron making a trip for family reasons by
using the telephone?
0_ 1_ 2_ 3_

4 _ 5 _ 6 _ 7 _ 8 _ 9 _ 1 0_ more than 10 _
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26.

Id the past 6 souths, bos many times bare jou been saved from making a trip for friendship reasons
by using the telephone?
0_ 1_

27.

2 _ 3 _ 4 . 5 _ 6 _ 7 _ 8 . 9 _ lfl_ more than lfl_

In the past 6 months, how man? tines hare jou been saved from making a trip for business reasons bj
using the telephone?
fl_ 1 _

2 _ 3 . 4 . 5 _ 6 _ 7 _ 8 . 9 . 1 0 _ more than 1 0 _

On the next few questions, check the appropriate space depending upon to what degree jou agree or disagree
with the statement given.
28.

The telephone makes it easier to maintain fanilj ties.
Stonglj agree_ Agree. Disagree. Stonglj disagree

29.

The telephone makes it easier to maintain friendship ties.
Stonglj agree. Agree. Disagree. Stonglj disagree.

30.

Car

Train

Ship_

How manj tines in the past jear have jou used thetelephonesystem along the highway for emergenies?
0.1.

34.

2 . 3 . 4 . 5 . 6 . 7 . 8 . 9 . 1 0 . more than 1 0 .

How do jou prefer to travel?
Air

33.

Ho opinion.

Hov manj times a week do jou take the bus?
0.1.

32.

Ho opinion.

The telephone makes it easier to conduct business.
Stonglj agree. Agree. Disagree. Stonglj disagree.

31.

Jo opinion.

2 . 3 . 4 . 5 . 6 . 7 . 8 . 9 . 1 0 . more than 1 0 .

Hov many obscene telephone calls does jourhousehold receive in a month?
fl. I .

2 . 3 . 4 . 5 . 6 . 7 . 8 . 9 . 1 0 . more than 1 0 .
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35.

Hhen jou receive an obscene phone call, hov do you react?
Hang up inaediately

36.

Talk to the caller to try to determine identity_ _

(ihen you are planning to visit a local friend, hov far in advance to you call to announce your
arrival?
One veek

37.

One day

Ho call_ _

fihen you receive a call on your pager, hov soon do you reply tothe call?
Right avay

38.

One hour

30 ninutes

One hour

Hore than one hour_ _

If you have a pager, hov nany tines do you get paged per veek?
0 _ 1 _ 2 _ 3 _ 4 _ 5 _ 6 _ 7 _ 8 _ 9 _ 10_ nore than 1 0 _

39.

Hov do you characterise the telephone service vhere you live?
Excellent

Good

Fair

Poor

Very poor_
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